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Summary
The former Stockton & Darlington Railway Goods Station (often referred to as the Goods
Shed) and also once referred to as the Merchandising Station, is located between North
Road Station, now the Head of Steam Museum and North Road in Darlington, about 1km
north of Darlington’s town centre. It is adjacent to a section of the former Stockton and
Darlington Railway (S&DR) which is still in use as a branch line to Bishop Auckland.
The building has been through a number of uses ranging from goods station, fire station and
timber shed manufacturer and automobile depot and has been the home of the Darlington
Railway Preservation Society (DRPS) since 1984 who carry out locomotive repairs there.
Until recently they also held a number of public events, but recent safety concerns by
Darlington Borough Council who own the site have prevented these taking place, and so
public access is now limited to private viewings.
The Goods Shed is not currently included on English Heritage’s Heritage at Risk register
(2012),1 but it is included in Darlington Borough Council’s local buildings at risk register,
along with the nearby Hopetown Carriage Works. The lack of maintenance has been
identified as a threat (Darlington Borough Council 2008, 18), but works to the roof appear to
have taken place recently removing one of its threats. Works are still required to maintain the
windows, the surroundings and much of the 20th century pointing is in damaging cement
materials.
The Council wish to review the potential uses for the building and to help inform this process,
this report is designed to outline the special interest of the building so that any future use of
the building can conserve or enhance that which is significant about the building and its
setting, while identifying opportunities for change which might help to adapt the building and
its setting to a wider range of uses.
The Goods Shed is listed grade II* and is in close proximity to a number of other listed
buildings, many of which area also associated with the pioneering days of the railway and
are therefore closely associated with it.
The former Merchandise Station, now known as the Goods Shed dates to 1833 and was
designed by the chief engineer Thomas Storey for the Stockton & Darlington Railway
Company. It replaced the first goods warehouse (now demolished) located on the east side
of the North Road level crossing.
The south elevational details of the 1833 building vary between the south east, the south
west and north sides which suggests that it was built in two or three phases, starting with the
south east corner of the existing building, then the south west and then it was doubled in
size between 1839-40, by the addition of a range to the north designed by John Harris who
had taken over as Stockton & Darlington Railway Company's chief engineer in 1836. Harris
also constructed the clock tower.
In 1840 a new freestanding office building was constructed within sight of the Merchandising
Station for use by the S&DR Goods Agent and his staff (Clark 2006, 5). It borrowed some
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architectural features from the Goods Station such as the use of rusticated stonework and
string coursing to divide the elevations, but it also had its own distinctive and modern window
style and was domestic in scale; indeed it would be split into flats in the mid 20th century.
Once the Goods Shed was extended,2 goods arrived by railway on rails which entered the
building transversely from the north and passed through the building across its width (see fig
5) via rounded headed archways divided into bays with rusticated pilasters. There were eight
bays in total and the architectural details suggest that taller arches were used for trains to
enter the station and the lower arches were for windows. It is possible that bay 8 was a door
for merchants to collect goods using horse and cart, 3 but the original bays 2 and 4 had
rusticated plinths across the bases which means that they could not have been doorways.
Five sets of rails can be seen entering the station on the 1st ed OS map of the 1860s and
four sets exit on the south side with one on the west adjoining sidings which terminated in
the goods yard on the west side of the building. The detailed OS map of 1855/6 shows that
the Goods Station rails joined at the side of the Goods Station offices on McNay Street and
this would appear to be the main collection point for local merchants, once they had paid
their bills at the offices.
In 1857 the goods station ceased to be the main point of goods handling for the Stockton &
Darlington Railway and sometime between 1870 and 1898, the west half was converted into
a fire station in order to serve the growing complex of railway buildings around the North
Road area (Clark 2006, 10). This necessitated a number of intrusive alterations to the
building including the insertion of wide folding doors along the north west and west
elevations and the blocking of an archway on the south side to create a chimney for the
mess room. The east half of the building may have been disused for a while, but prior to
1951 it was used by D. Boyle & Son Ltd to manufacture portable timber sheds.
In 1951 the building was altered again to change its use into a motor vehicle depot by the
Railway Executive Civil Engineers Department and the North Eastern Region Architect.
Using these plans, it is clear that timber and stone floors were taken up, stoves and flues
installed around the internal perimeter and inspection pits installed. 4 More significantly in
terms of its architectural interest, the windows and doors were further altered.
In 1983 the Goods Shed was acquired by Darlington Borough Council to ensure its future
preservation and it was passed on to the North Road Railway Museum Trust. The Trust
eventually allowed the Darlington Railway Preservation Society (DRPS) to use the western
half of the building from 1984 to repair locomotives while the other half remained empty. The
Society then took over the rest of the building a few years later. It remains as the base for
the DRPS today.
The goods shed is a nationally important building. It represents the early phase of
adaptation of existing buildings types associated with the formative years of the railway
industry. Early station buildings and their associated structures such as goods sheds
2
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survived in vast numbers at the beginning of the 20th century, but have subsequently
‘suffered grievously from attrition and clearance’ (English Heritage 2011, 8). Consequently,
buildings which pre-date 1840 tend to require a less rigorous selection process for
designation that those which post date 1860 and which survive in greater numbers (ibid).
The Goods Shed, dating to 1833 with additions of 1839-40 (and possibly some in between
those years) therefore falls into the category of building most likely to be listed on rarity value
and its representativeness of an early technology. It is not however the earliest railway
warehouse to survive in the world.5 That honour goes to the 1830 warehouse at Liverpool
Road Station in Manchester (listed grade I) which was laid out in a similar fashion to
Darlington’s first goods warehouse on the east side of North Road. That would have been
the earliest railway warehouse in the world had its historic significance been appreciated in
1864 when it was demolished.
The surviving Darlington example is however the earliest surviving example of a railway
warehouse built on one level, although its layout has little bearing on the subsequent
development of goods sheds (Fawcett 2001, 20). Its experimental design proved to have
deficiencies and later goods sheds in the rest of the world had access arranged from the
narrow ends rather than across their width.
The building is also important because of its group value. It is associated with the
Merchandising Office of 1840 and a wider group of early railway related buildings (see
setting below) including the station, the carriage works and the lime works, all of which add
to its importance.
Overall its status as a nationally important grade II* listed building is well deserved. There
are sixty one listed goods sheds in England, the majority of which are listed grade II, which is
a lower level of listing than Darlington’s example. Indeed there is only one other example in
Stroud which is listed grade II*. The Liverpool example is included with the station buildings
and is listed grade I. That makes Darlington’s Goods Shed’s one of the most important
goods sheds in the country.
The building itself is complex and has been through a number of changes which have helped
to mask its story as told through its architectural remains. Further work may need to be done
to fully understand the processes that took place here from 1832 when the building was
commissioned, but it is clear that while much of the fabric is of considerable significance
architecturally, archaeologically and historically, the building has a tradition of adapting
to new uses and it has the potential to continue to do so.
The main architectural features which should be retained are mostly external and help to
create a sense of classical symmetry. Importantly, the lack of historic documentation means
The DRPS web site states that the Goods Shed ‘...is believed to be the oldest surviving railway
building still in use in the world’. The fine distinction here is that it is in use and that its use is
connected to the railway (locomotive preservation), whereas Liverpool’s goods shed is now part of the
Museum of Science and Industry. Liverpool’s goods station is on two levels like the earlier Darlington
Goods Station on the opposite side of North Road.
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that there is a heavy reliance on the vertical archaeology of the building’s fabric if we are to
understand its evolution more fully. Surprisingly the distinctive radial arched windows appear
not be wholly original, in fact there are hints that they are not original at all. Clearly the
openings which were designed to have goods laden wagons pass through them could not
have been windows, they must have been doors. However other openings appear to have
been designed as windows (south bays 2 and 4) and these may have had radial windows
from the outset. It is also interesting that the secondary arches added in to the former doors,
are also later insertions to narrow the openings in order to accommodate the radial windows
and have nothing to do with its original function. However these have become distinctive
features and are much valued in terms of the building’s aesthetics and should be retained.

Figure 1. A sketch plan of the layout of the Goods Shed showing architectural features most worthy of retention
(in red) and around which future development could take place.

The north elevation has been through more change and is therefore less sensitive to further
change. However there are still architectural features which merit retention as much for their
archaeological evidence as their architectural contribution, such as the blocked arch to bay
1. The smallest architectural details have taken on great importance because they are the
only means we have to understand the building’s original form, development and use of
space. These have been highlighted and should be retained and range from the current
distribution of the rusticated plinths, the small fragment of the shouldered arch to north bay 5
and the wall stumps internally.
The east side of the building’s interiors has an original external arched opening to bay 3 and
a length of wall that should be retained and reused. This is all that is left of the original north
wall before it was extended and includes a length of wall with a partially reused/ partially
blocked opening to bay 4. This opening should be an arch but appears to be square headed
and raises the possibility that not all openings were arched in the original build. Such
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fragmentary remains may help us to understand the building’s early form and so should be
retained. Sadly the surviving arch to internal bay 2 (the original north wall before Harris’s
extension of 1839/40) was only removed in 1951. These are small constraints that could add
considerable character to a new development.
The west side of the building internally has been more altered than the east and so offers
fewer constraints, however both create surprisingly flexible spaces which could be adapted
to a range of uses. While the cast iron columns should remain, reversible partition walling
could be inserted between them.
The significance of the dividing wall between the two halves of building is not clearly
understood. It appears to be a later insertion, possibly in association with its use as a fire
station, but it is not clear. Like so much of the interiors, it is hidden by machinery, engines
and storage cupboards, all of which combine to hide any helpful architectural hints. There is
some evidence that the interiors were originally divided up into groups of two bays and this
would fit with that hypothesis. Before the design of alterations becomes too advanced, a
closer examination of the building without internal fixtures and engines would be necessary.
Externally a sense of symmetry needs to be retained and enhanced. Future developers will
need to think carefully about how to treat the blocked arches in south bays 5-8 and north
bays 1 and part of 3. We know that north bay 1 had a radial window because part of it was
reused on the south elevation in bay 3. Therefore a copy of the radial window would be
acceptable and the red brick WC removed to restore symmetry. Bay 2 also had an arch and
a radial window until 1951, so that too could be replaced. However south bays 5-8 may
never have had radial windows and so reinserting copies would be unsupported by
archaeological evidence. South bay 7 has been used as a chimney since c.1870 and should
ideally be retained as such so that the fireplace in the office can be reused. The lack of
evidence for the original openings to north bays 6, 7 and 8 means that any copies would be
unsupported and therefore modern alternatives or the retention of the existing doors might
be better.
If the building was to be extended, a clear break needs to be formed between the new and
old. The most obvious place to extend the building would be on the west side where there is
more space and where the more detailed elevations would not be obstructed. The west
elevation has already been altered by the insertion of half glazed fire station doors in the mid
to late 19th century and then the present window in 1951. It also has the least number of
architectural features which merit conservation. To create a clean division, architects may
wish to consider a glass linking corridor to link the goods station and a modern building.
Scale is also important. Compared to many modern buildings, those of the goods shed and
the other designated railway buildings in the surroundings are all relatively small in scale and
below two storeys high. Any adjacent development should seek to keep the scale of
surrounding buildings small.
The historic associations with the Goods Offices on McNay Street are the strongest and
keeping that connection alive visually is important to aid understanding of the relationship
between the two buildings. The current arrangement of fencing and self seeded trees
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between the two buildings disconnects them and future developments should seek to
establish a stronger connection.
The area lends itself to a number of development types that would be in the ‘spirit of place’
such as light industrial use or a centre for innovation and invention. However what this area
has that no other town has, is a concentration of internationally important heritage assets
that many people the world over would like to visit. The ideal use for the building and its
surroundings would be something that adds value to the tourism offer and to future visitors to
the museum. The current use of the building for locomotive preservation does not conflict
with this, but neither does it currently generate enough income or specialist building
conservation knowledge to adequately maintain the building. There are sources of funding
and heritage skills training courses that could help to remedy this.
Whatever future changes are made, the land around the Goods Shed may contain important
below ground archaeological information. Although a number of buildings and petrol
interceptor tanks have existed around the Goods Shed which may have truncated the early
railway remains from 1832/3, there is still considerable archaeological potential that ought to
be explored before firming up development proposals, especially on the south east side of
the goods shed. This is necessary to help to understand the significance of the surroundings
and because it may also be necessary to alter foundation design or layout to protect any
remains considered to be nationally important. This could be combined with a community
archaeological excavation run with lottery funding which would not only generate additional
interest in the railway heritage but provide additional interest for visitors to the museum.
There is a need to generate a wider interest in the railway heritage. While the buildings and
the other railway related historic buildings in the area are valued by the heritage community,
there seems to be a lack of interest from the local community and this is reflected in the lack
of political support for investment in the railway heritage of the town. Darlington has a unique
offer that people would be prepared to travel the world to see and it is therefore surprising
that it is not valued more widely by the local community.
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1.0

Introduction

The former Stockton & Darlington Railway Goods Station (often referred to as the Goods
Shed) and also once referred to as the Merchandising Station, is located between North
Road Station, now the Head of Steam Museum and North Road in Darlington at NGR NZ
NZ2899315629, about 1km north of Darlington’s town centre. It is adjacent to a section of
the former Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR) which is still in use as a branch line to
Bishop Auckland. In the 19th century, its position, and that of the other railway buildings,
close to North Road placed it close to the main north-south stage coach route between
London and Edinburgh and North Road (Northgate south of the railway bridge) remains a
busy thoroughfare today.
The building has been through a number of uses ranging from goods station, fire station and
timber shed manufacturer and automobile depot and has been the home of the Darlington
Railway Preservation Society (DRPS) since 1984 who carry out locomotive repairs there.
Until recently they also held a number of public events, but recent safety concerns by
Darlington Borough Council who own the site have prevented these taking place, and so
public access is now limited to private viewings.
The Council wish to review the potential uses for the building and to help inform this process,
this report is designed to outline the special interest of the building so that any future use of
the building can conserve or enhance that which is significant about the building and its
setting, while identifying opportunities for change which might help to adapt the building and
its setting to a wider range of uses.

The objectives of this Statement of Significance are therefore:
•

•
•

To present an overall breakdown of the values of the heritage asset including internal
and external features, focussing on archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic
interest (community interest will also be referenced)
To identify each aspect of the ‘special interest’ or significance of the goods shed and
its setting
To use the above to provide guidance on how future development or management
might help to conserve or enhance the significance of the site.

Plate 1. The Goods Shed in 1974
Archaeo-Environment Ltd for Darlington Borough Council 2013
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2.0

Planning policy

Conservation Areas
The Goods Shed sits within Northgate conservation area; it is one of sixteen conservation
areas in Darlington and covers a substantial area of the town centred on Northgate Road
which forms the spine of the designated area. Conservation areas are considered to be
designated heritage assets and are dealt with in the National Planning Policy Framework in
a similar way to listed buildings, world heritage sites and scheduled monuments (NPPF
annexe 2, p51), although there is an implicit acknowledgement that they vary in significance.
Conservation Areas are places where buildings and the spaces around them interact to form
distinctly recognisable areas of special quality and interest. These places are protected
under the provision of section 69 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act 1990 which defines them as ‘an area of special architectural or historic interest, the
character and appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or enhance’.

© Crown copyright 2013. All rights
reserved.
Licence
number
100042279

Figure 2. Designated heritage assets near and including the Goods Shed – all have railway associations. Listed
buildings – red; conservation area – purple; scheduled monument – pink

A conservation area appraisal has been produced by Darlington Borough Council (2008) and
this outlines the special interest of the area as its historic associations with the birth place of
the railways and a number of buildings which are associated with those embryonic years of
the railway (ibid, 5). However it is also an area of decline that despite recent grant aid to a
number of properties, requires further investment.
In conservation areas, permission from the County Council is required to make certain
changes that would not normally require permission elsewhere. As a general guide, the
following works require permission:
Archaeo-Environment Ltd for Darlington Borough Council 2013
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•

•
•

Works to extend buildings, clad external walls, alter a roof, insert
dormer windows or put up satellite dishes. Most of these would in any
event be covered by the listed building status of the Goods Shed.
Work to trees including felling, topping and lopping.
The display of advertisements which may have a significant visual
impact.

Demolition within a conservation area requires planning permission.
Listed buildings
The Goods Shed is listed grade II* and is in close proximity to a number of other listed
buildings, many of which area also associated with the pioneering days of the railway and
are therefore closely associated with it. Any proposals for development at the Goods Shed
will need to consider the impact on its setting which will include its relationship with these
other railway buildings.
The listed status of the building, as grade II*, means that it is a particularly important building
of more than special interest; 5.5% of listed buildings in England are Grade II*.6 Substantial
harm to or loss of designated heritage assets of the highest significance including buildings
listed at grade II* should be wholly exceptional (NPPF 2012, para 132). Listed building
consent is required to alter the character of the building, its boundary features or its setting
or to carry out any form of demolition. This applies to the curtilage of the building as well as
its fabric and demolition can be used to describe quite small scale works such as the
removal of windows, particularly if it also results in a change of character. It is possible as a
result of this report to update the listing under the terms of the Enterprise and Regulatory
Reform Act 2013 (Schedule 17) to exclude non-significant or negative features of the
building from the listing, such as the brick extensions. It is also possible to set out an agreed
list of works to the building that would not require listed building consent and which retain its
significance through a heritage partnership agreement. To be most effective, such an
agreement might also cover the station and other railway related buildings in the ownership
of the Borough Council.7
The Goods Shed is not currently included on English Heritage’s Heritage at Risk register
(2102),8 but it is included in Darlington Borough Council’s local buildings at risk register,
along with the nearby Hopetown Carriage Works. The lack of maintenance has been
identified as a threat (Darlington Borough Council 2008, 18), but works to the roof appear to
have taken place recently removing one of its threats. Works are still required to maintain the
windows, the surroundings and much of the 20th century pointing is in damaging cement
materials.
Setting of Heritage Assets
The consideration of the contribution of setting to the significance of heritage assets is
referred to on several occasions in the NPPF 2012 where setting is defined as ‘The
6
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surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may
change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a positive
or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate
that significance or may be neutral’.
Guidance pertinent to this study regarding setting was produced by English Heritage in
2011, ‘The Setting of Heritage Assets’. The guidance notes that consideration of setting is
necessarily a matter of informed judgement, and identifies its role as making sure this takes
place within a clear framework and is as transparent and consistent as possible. In this study
setting is therefore considered with this document in mind while addressing how it
contributes to the significance and understanding of the various heritage assets in question.
The Goods Shed is one of a group of buildings with strong associations with the birth of the
railways and these provide some elements of the building’s setting and so this is explored in
more detail below.

© Crown copyright
2013. All rights
reserved. Licence
number
100042279

Figure 3. The distribution of surviving railway related heritage assets close to the former Merchandise Station
(marked with a red star)

3.0
The History of the Goods Shed
The former Merchandise Station, now known as the Goods Shed dates to 1833 and was
designed by the chief engineer Thomas Storey for the Stockton & Darlington Railway
Company. It replaced the first goods warehouse (now demolished) located on the east side
of the North Road level crossing. That first station had been completed in 1827 and it is
worth examining its architectural form in more detail as the subsequent goods shed had a
number of parallels and was presumably an adapted and improved version of the 1827 one.
The first goods shed was a two storeyed building with five open arched bays (bays on a later
drawing, see plate 2 below, the bays were bricked up in 1833 with nine inch bricks9) with rail
shipments delivered at the high level and carts used to take away goods at ground floor
9
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level. Two storeys were necessary because it was built against the railway embankment; the
embankment was necessary to keep the rail on a level. The goods were loaded or unloaded
on to trains at the rail level and moved between cart and train and ground floor level. Fawcett
(2001, 17) suggests that the reference to the arches being open could imply that they were
glazed with large arched windows on the upper floor with cart entrances at ground level. The
arches do not appear to have reflected the number of units inside however and this may be
worth remembering when analysing the process at the later goods shed based on its
architecture. The interior was divided into three units, presumably of unequal size as they
were let to carriers at varying rates - no. 3 bay was nearest North Road and could be rented
at £30 p.a; no.2 bay was in the middle at £20 p.a (possibly just the centre arch) and no.1 bay
on the east side was £25 p.a. 10 It was not operated by railway staff but the carriers
themselves, but it proved to be less popular than anticipated by the S&DR and so by 1830
the ground floor was partially converted into two cottages (Fawcett 2001, 17). It was
subsequently remodelled as a dedicated passenger station, dwelling house and shop in
1833 (ibid) with additional cottages being created from bays in 1835 and 1843 (ibid, 18). The
layout of the goods shed would have made the transhipment of large of awkward loads
extremely difficult. It is not clear how the loads were moved from train to the warehouse,
although the transhipment of goods from one level to a lower one was common enough in
urban and canal warehouses and this may have been the inspiration for its layout – there
being no other railway parallels to draw inspiration from at this time. Another possible
constraint could have been the temporary blocking of the single lane railway while goods
were moved between warehouse and train.

Plate 2. The first goods station sometime after 1856, having been through a number of subsequent uses
including passenger station, offices and cottages (from Fawcett 2001, 18 plate 1.11). There are some
architectural parallels with the later goods shed such as the arches and string coursing, although here, the
number of arches do not reflect the number of internal bays

The new Merchandise Station which is the subject of this report, was located on the opposite
side of North Road on a much more spacious site; indeed it was the first railway building to
be constructed on this side of North Road and would form the focus of considerable railway
development by the S&DR. Kitching’s ironmongery and foundry had located here too in
1831and their decision to move here must have been linked to the future work that the new
railway would command and the proximity of transport links for export. Documentary
evidence shows that contracts were let in November 1832 and the building was completed in
10
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June 1833 (Fawcett 2001, 19). It was an interesting time for the S&DR; the original goods
station had not been overwhelmed with business, but the recognition that locomotive
engines could move far more goods around the country than horses ever could had
culminated in the decision to use no more horses (apart from on the occasional minor
branch line) from 1833. This would have reflected a growing public appreciation of the
efficiency of locomotive power and increased customer demand.

Figure 4. The plan of the Goods Shed as it was c1951. The dark shaded areas represent the early fabric, with
stippling showing the doubling of its size by Harris’ alterations including the addition of a clock tower. In 1951, the
original north wall of bay 2 was removed and only the wall stumps remain today of the N-S wall running between
bays 2 and 3. (Plan from Fawcett 2001, 21, fig 1.4)

Architecturally, the building borrowed a number of stylistic details from its predecessor, such
as the arches with prominent keystones and string coursing, but the new station was single
storey and situated away from the main line, but linked to it by sidings. This was a new
approach based on lessons learned from the deficiencies of the previous design.
The south elevational details of the new 1833 building vary between the south east, the
south west which suggests that they were either built in two phases, or it is possible that the
south west and south east sides functioned as two separate units which might account for
the differences. The south east corner had alternating doors (for trains) and windows (into
storage bays?), but the south west corner had three openings in a row for trains and one at
the end which may have been a window. It seems unlikely that a first phase of the new
goods shed would be designed with only the four arches in the south east corner because
that would have made it smaller than the original goods shed with five arches (but only three
units), so the differences could be in function such as a separate import/ export section, or
separate areas for large goods, or separate train assembly areas. However there is currently
no access to this part of the elevation due to engineering materials leaning against it and
vegetation cover to check for details for further analysis. Further the south west elevation
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has been through more alterations and so these mask the architectural form of the original
build and therefore clues on its date and function.
In 1839-40, the building was doubled in size by the addition of a range to the north designed
by John Harris who had taken over as Stockton & Darlington Railway Company's chief
engineer in 1836. Harris also constructed the clock tower; the subject of a ‘master clock’ had
been the matter of some debate amongst the company directors since 1838.
Again there are minor architectural alterations in the later north elevation such as the use of
shouldered arches to the openings and the lack of a rusticated plinth which was used on the
south west and west elevations.11 However the north elevation appears to have been largely
altered when it was turned into a fire station and again when it was altered to become a
motor depot. These alterations have made it difficult to interpret the original form and
function of the openings.
In 1840 a new freestanding office building was constructed within sight of the Merchandising
Station for use by the S&DR Goods Agent and his staff (Clark 2006, 5). It borrowed some
architectural features from the Goods Station such as the use of rusticated stonework and
string coursing to divide the elevations, but it also had its own distinctive window style and
was domestic in scale; indeed it would be split into flats in the mid 20th century. The need for
the Goods Agent’s Offices arose because the S&DR took over the responsibility for running
the merchandising transhipment side of the business and so merchants would now need to
pay for all goods movement through the offices on McNay Street.
There is no mapping to show how the goods shed operation prior to 1855, but the OS 1st
edition map of that date shows that goods arrived by railway on rails which entered the
building transversely from the north and passed through the building across its width (see fig
5) via rounded headed archways divided into bays with rusticated pilasters. There were eight
bays in total and the architectural details suggest that taller arches were used for trains to
enter the station and the lower arches were for windows. It is possible that bay 8 was a door
for merchants to collect goods using horse and cart,12 but the original bays 2 and 4 had
rusticated plinths across the bases which means that they could not have been doorways.
Five sets of rails can be seen entering the station on the 1st ed OS map of 1855 and four
sets exit on the south side with one on the west adjoining sidings which terminated in the
goods yard on the west side of the building. This layout would suggest that at least two of
the surviving radial windows on the south side post date its use as goods shed, as they must
have been exit points for trains and/or carts (the architectural details and their interpretation
are discussed in more detail below). It also raises the interesting question of how the
merchants approached the building by horse and cart to unload or collect their goods. At
such an early period in railway history it is likely that the rails protruded from the ground
which would make access difficult if not impossible for horse and cart across the goods yard.
However the detailed OS map of 1855/6 (see fig 5 below) shows that the rails joined at the
11

Although the presence/absence of a plinth might be a clue to different phasing, it might also simply
be a response to rising ground levels towards the north and west – where the ground levels rise, the
plinth is dispensed with. However on the east elevation, the plinth is retained throughout and is
increased in height where ground levels drop and is reduced where ground levels rise.
12 The rebuilding of this bay on the north and it inaccessibility on the south means that it cannot be
examined)
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side of the Goods Station offices on McNay Street and this would appear to be the main
collection point for local merchants, once they had paid their bills at the offices. The 1855 OS
mapping shows the layout of rails into and out of the goods shed, but what is missing are
any turntables that would allow the efficient processing of trains and wagons through the
system and which was adopted at later goods stations (such as Kings Cross dating to 1850
(Haslam 2013, 29-30) and at the goods shed once it was turned into a fire station c.1870.
Turntables were also used at the Carriage Repair Works nearby from 1853, so the lack of
any visible on the map of 1855 at the Goods Station, suggests that turntables were not part
of its early layout, only being installed sometime after 1855.
Meanwhile the arrival of the Great North of England Railway resulted in an opportunity for
joint working in Darlington, but while negotiations over a combined passenger service came
to nought, the GNE did construct a goods station in 1840 just across (north of) the tracks
from the S&DR goods station. At about the same time the S&DR agreed that a new
passenger station was required and Harris designed a new one in 1840-1 which still forms
the focus of the station and museum today. The GNE (which had since become NER)
moved its goods operations to Bank Top and sold off its goods station to the S&DR in 1857.
In 1857 the goods station therefore ceased to be the main point of goods handling for the
Stockton & Darlington Railway and sometime between 1870 and 1898 (based on historic
mapping only), it was converted into a fire station in order to serve the growing complex of
railway buildings around the North Road area (Clark 2006, 10). Historic images of the fire
engine suggest that it was based on wheels for serving the surrounding area, but could be
loaded on to a rail wagon for rapid access to incidents on the railways (see plate 3).
The 1897 and 1915 mapping (OS 2nd and 3rd ed) suggests that only the west side was used
to house the fire engine as this was the only bay with a direct link to rails on the turntable;
this turntable can be seen in plate 3. The 1915 mapping also only shows the west side as
being the ‘NER Fire Station’. It would appear at this time that three of the arched openings
were lost on this north side to be replaced with wooden flat topped folding doors. These
doors are still in situ, but that in bay 6 has been heightened relatively recently (after 1951)
and the workmanship of cutting in hinge fittings into the ashlar stonework in order to
accommodate the large rolling metal hinges is poor in comparison to the late 19th century fire
station doors. The west elevation also had a double set of half doors inserted into it; these
were removed and replaced with a rectangular multi paned window in 1951.
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Figure 5. The goods station shown on the 1st ed OS map of the 1856 (surveyed 1855) with the four sets of rails
entering its long side in alternate bays and one abutting the north side. The map captures the last moments when
the S&DR Goods Station operated as such and the N.E. Goods Station was already superseded by a new one at
Bank Top. The Goods Offices can be seen on McNay Street and to its east, the rails combine from the goods
yard to the street frontage. This suggests that local merchants collected or loaded their goods from here, not
necessarily from the shed itself. The original (and first) station can be seen on the east side of North Road but is
not annotated, presumably because it was now used as cottages.
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Plate 3. The fire crew at North Road Station (KH 6/64)

Figure 6. The 2nd ed OS map showing the goods station now much extended with additional buildings abutting it.
At this time it was being used as a fire station. At this time only the west bay appeared to be linked to sidings and
a turntable for the fire engine – see plate 3. The small building on the north wall is a meter house which was
removed in 1951and re-erected in a new position (unknown).

The change of use to a fire station also necessitated the creation of a mess room or office
which was created internally with a fireplace installed; this required the blocking of a window
on the south side in order to accommodate a chimney. Bays 6 and 7 appear to have been
divided by a wall at this time (or at least by 1915, see fig 7) and the stumps of this wall can
still be discerned inside the building. Another stump of wall can be seen on the west wall,
although the bottom of this has been removed to make way for engines, or possible the fire
station doors. This may be the remains of the earlier back wall before the 1839/40 extension.
If there had ever been a series of internal stone wall dividing the bays on the west side
(there do appear to have been walls between every second bay on the east side) then they
were replaced with columns on stone bases at some stage. However, it is possible, that the
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columns date to the building’s Harris extension of 1839/40 as they are similar to those on the
main passenger station of 1842. The later dividing walls shown on the 2nd and 3rd edition
maps may have been temporary walls which ran between the pillars.

Figure 7. OS 3rd ed mapping on 1915 suggests that only the west side was used as a fire station and this was
divided into two bays. The west side has no subdivisions at this time, but the internal evidence today suggests
that there was a matching dividing wall here running between bays 2 and 3

Plate 4. The double doors on this undated photograph were the main entrance to the fire station. The doors have
Fire Station written above them. The glazing is broken and the site has an air of dereliction about it suggesting
that I t was no longer in use. It must pre-date 1951 however as the double doors were removed then.
Archaeo-Environment Ltd for Darlington Borough Council 2013
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In 1951, plans were drawn up to convert the fire station into a depot for the maintenance of
railway vehicles, but there is some indication that the building had fallen into disuse before
then (see plate 4). There is also evidence that the east side of the building had been used by
D. Boyd & Sons Ltd prior to 1951; presumably when the other side was in use as a fire
station. The entrance to their works was through bay 3. Unfortunately the photograph
showing the building when it was used by David Boyd is not sufficiently clear to read what
his business consisted of, but the words ‘timber’ and ‘manufactory’ can be made out. David
Boyd founded a portable agricultural building business. According to the obituary of his son
David (Evening Dispatch 26.2.1974), who died in 1974, the business was founded in 1957
and its first factory was based at the McMullan Road industrial site. This modern building
stated the businesses purpose as ‘Portable Timber Building Manufacturers’ which would fit
with those words visible on the business sign seen on the Goods Shed. However the
photograph showing the business in the Goods Shed pre-dates 1951 and so it would appear
that his company had an earlier precursor in the east side of the Goods Shed and that the
obituary is wrong. However the business D. Boyd and Son does not feature in any Trade
Directories consulted between 1827 and 1951. The use of half of the building to construct
portable timber buildings is significant as it means that the whole building has not been in
continual railway use since its construction in 1832/3.
As part of the conversion from fire station (and portable timber building manufactory), plans
and elevations were produced by the Railway Executive Civil Engineers Department and the
North Eastern Region Architect. Poor copies of these are housed in the Ken Hoole
Collection (A.278), but it is possible that the originals which are still with Railtrack, may be
more legible (DARRM:2000.385.6). 13 Using these plans, it is clear that timber and stone
floors were taken up, stoves and flues installed around the internal perimeter and inspection
pits installed.14 More significantly in terms of its architectural interest, the windows and doors
were further altered. On the south side the windows of bays 5, 6 and 8 had ‘industrial
standard metal sashes installed with new concrete cills and lintels, but these arches were
already blocked in brick; in 1951 this brick was removed and replaced with stone.

Plate 5. The west bays 5, 6, 7 and 8 were already blocked when new
works were proposed at the Goods Shed in 1951. The blocking in bays
5, 6, and 8 was in brick; the metal windows were installed in 1951.

On the north side, the original arched window to bay 1 had
survived until 1951, but was ‘carefully removed’ and the
lower portions consisting of 12 small squares reused
elsewhere in the building; the plan suggests that it was
reused in bay 3 on the south side and so the lower portion
of bay 3’s window must have been lost by 1951. Indeed the
plan states that folding doors to bay 3 on the south side
were to be removed and a new cill provided for the new
window. The 12 pieces refers to the bottom rectangular part
of the window which is divided into 12 squares, each of which has 3 rectangular panes. This
is significant because it means that not all the remaining distinctive windows on the south
13
14

An enquiry to Railtrack went unanswered
Railtrack DARRM: 2000. 385.6 and Ken Hoole Collection
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side are original to their current location. The arched window was also removed from the
north side of bay 2 and replaced with folding doors.15
The fire station doors on the north side were overhauled with new door furnishings fitted as
required. The existing slated roof and gutters were overhauled and some new rainwater
pipes installed.
Internally, a number of half glazed folding doors remained and it was proposed to remove
these in 1951. In addition an 18 inch stone wall which formed the back of the original 1833
Goods Station bay 2 was pulled down with the stone to be stored and reused ‘as required’.
The plans also show that the earlier flooring was all timber flooring apart from in the north
west part of the building which had stone floors. The timber and stonework were all carted
off to the store and replaced in concrete.
The 1951 plan also implies that the bell tower only occupied floor space on the eastern side
of the building by that time and that the current structure, now missing from the west side
was for a stove flue inserted in 1951.
In 1983 the Goods Shed was acquired by Darlington Borough Council to ensure its future
preservation and it was passed on to the North Road Railway Museum Trust. The Trust
eventually allowed the Darlington Railway Preservation Society to use the western half of the
building from 1984 to repair locomotives while the other half remained empty. The Society
then took over the rest of the building a few years later. It remains as the base for the DRPS
today.
4.0
Statement of Significance
The broad divisions of national, regional or locally important convey an indication of overall
importance, but such broad divisions need to be refined in order to provide a basis for
decisions about intervention and management, not only articulating the key values, but
relating them to specific elements of the site. Each historic asset has a unique cultural
significance derived from a wide range of varying interests and perspectives encompassing
not just the physical fabric of the site but also its setting, use, history, traditions, local
distinctiveness and community value (Kerr 2000, 4).
Successful management or
development of a site is based on protecting these various elements, foreseeing any
potential conflicts of interest within them, and minimising any potential threats arising in the
future.
The following section looks at just what it is that contributes to the unique site significance of
the goods shed based on information outlined above. This is to help make informed
decisions regarding the future of the building and its setting as outlined in the Historic
Environment Planning Practice Guide 2010 and the National Planning Policy Framework
2012.
This assessment of significance includes an assessment of the nature, extent and level of
significance of the heritage asset and how this helps to understand its importance. The
nature of the heritage asset’s significance is divided into archaeological, architectural, artistic
or historic interest (HEPPG 2010, para 12). To this is added communal value by which an
15

The annotations to the plan also appear to say ‘cart window to store’.
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assessment is made of the value that the asset has for the wider community (English
Heritage 2008, 31).
Most elements identified on or within the building are assigned their dominant significance,
but some require more thought. For example, modern replacement windows if in an
appropriate traditional style are architecturally of considerable significance because they
replace windows of exactly the same type and reflect the original window style. Replacing
such modern windows with another style would detract from the architectural significance of
the whole elevation. However, as modern reproductions they are less historically or
archaeologically significant. For this reason, while many elements are simply highlighted as
having archaeological, architectural, historic or artistic significance, some elements need a
little more teasing out.
Consideration is also given to the extent of that significance (HEPPG 2010 para 55). Not all
aspects of a heritage asset are equally significant. For example, a later extension or a later
re-arrangement of rooms may detract from the architectural or historic interest of a building,
and it is important to know this when making decisions about its future management. This
statement of significance helps to distinguish between what should be cherished and what
should be changed and can help to inform future management.
The level of significance is also important and this is based on to what extent a particular
element contributes to the asset’s heritage significance. For example a 19th century staircase
might make a considerable architectural contribution to the character and significance of a
particular Victorian building, but a mid 20th century extension might make a limited or no
contribution to significance.
Within this report the following terms are used to define significance and are designed to aid
informed conservation and the need to balance heritage significance with the wider public
benefit of any forthcoming proposals which is the spirit of the National Planning Policy
Framework:
Considerable: aspects of the site considered as seminal to the architectural, historic, artistic
or archaeological interest of the site, the alteration or development of which would destroy or
significantly compromise the integrity of the site.
Some: aspects that help to define the architectural, historic, artistic or archaeological interest
of the site, without which the character and understanding of place would be diminished but
not destroyed.
Limited: aspects which may contribute to, or complement, the architectural, historic, artistic
or archaeological interest of the site, but are not intrinsic to it or may only have a minor
connection to it, and the removal or alteration of which may have a degree of impact on the
understanding and interpretation of the place.
Unknown: aspects where the significance is not clearly understood possibly because it is
masked or obscured and where further research may be required to clarify its significance.
None: aspects which may make a negative contribution or a neutral contribution where its
loss would make no difference to our understanding and interpretation of the place.
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Having established the nature, level and extent of the asset’s significance, it is then possible
to recommend suggestions for the future management of the building or any additional
development within its setting and to make recommendations for how future development
might protect or enhance significance through innovative design.

Architectural interest
The former Goods Shed is of considerable architectural interest. It was the first railway
building to be constructed on this side of North Road therefore the style of the building had
to impress merchants and encourage further investment. It was only eight years since the
start of the S&DR, but the focus of rail travel was still primarily on goods (or merchandise as
it was known as), although passenger numbers were increasing and the need for facilities for
them was in the process of being addressed. The impressive architectural design that was
chosen was based on formal classical styles of round headed window openings with
prominent keystones, string courses, plinths and pilasters. Such classical Italianate styles
had been associated with education, good taste and high status since the 18th century and
were often used in institutional buildings as well as high status domestic houses up to the
1840s. In particular it represented the style seen on a number of coaching inns. The
rusticated detailing, popular on banks, symbolised security and antiquity associated with
reassuring longevity that would suggest security for the merchandise and encourage its use
by prosperous local merchants.

Plate 6. Former coaching inns on the main east west route across Stainmore, west of Darlington (both at Greta
Bridge). Architectural parallels with the first Merchandising Station in Darlington are obvious (see plate 2)

Architecturally, it has some similarities with other early railway buildings. The first goods
shed on North Road was designed with tall classical arches with string coursing and
prominent keystones along its length. It is easy to see how this design was adopted for the
replacement goods shed of 1833, but reduced to a single level which both suited the local
topography and overcame some of the deficiencies in the first goods station. Hackworth’s
Soho Works also used arched door openings (not for vehicles) along its length and in
historic images of the building, the arched openings have three paned fan lights above them,
but the doors below are small stable doors – the jambs protected with additional stone
pillars. Other window arches on the same building had arched multi-pane windows with top
opening casements in the centre near the top of the arch. The Coach Shed (1828) at the
former Grey Horse Inn at Shildon had arches on its elevations for windows and doors on its
gable end and string coursing, but it also had kneelers, borrowing this feature from local
domestic and agricultural buildings. However none of the doors or windows were fitted with
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radial arches. The shed at Middlesbrough of c.1900 also used the classical arches along its
length for window openings, but not radial window panes.
Its architectural style is therefore of considerable significance because it represents the
first period of design associated with the birth of the railways which borrowed from classical
traditions and adapted existing building types and designs from an agricultural, canal or
warehouse context or learning, commerce and high status.

Plate 7 showing a locomotive whose boiler has exploded standing outside Darlington Bank Top workshops (John
Green junior, architect) in 1877. These were commissioned by the Great North of England Railway in 1840-41
and demolished in 1937.The windows in these workshops are similar to those in the Goods Shed and are of a
similar date. (With thanks to Bill Fawcett for providing the location and date of this photograph.)

Another consideration in assessing the architectural interest of the Goods Shed is the
coherence of different architectural elements. The heavily glazed windows may belong to a
third phase of adaptation as the original door openings and those of the extended goods
shed of 1839/40 would have required train or wagon access, although those bays which
were windows may have had this design from the outset. That would mean that the windows
in south bays 2 and 4 are original, but the window in south bay 1 is a later replacement when
it was no longer be necessary to have trains pass through the building (so after 1855, based
on historic OS mapping). The window in south bay 3 is in part a replacement moved from
north bay 1 in 1951. (Each elevation is discussed in more detail below). The most striking
parallel for the windows is the 1840 Bank Top workshops (see plate 7) which date to 1840
and so are contemporary with the first extension of the Goods Shed by Harris.
It is notable that the architect John Harris fully referenced the classical style of the 1833
building with arches and pilasters rather than designing a more modern addition to the
building when it was doubled in size. He clearly chose to make the building appear as if it
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was of one build rather than two, but did make some modest alterations to the design with
shouldered arches to bays 3 and 5 (north side), possibly to allow more space beneath the
arches for taller loads to pass through. Other windows have been lost so the full pattern of
shouldered arch is not clear, but if shouldered arches were used in openings used by trains,
it would follow that bays 1, 6 and 7 would also have had shouldered arches (bay 1 is
blocked, but the architectural detailing may still survive behind the blocking, although only
part of the blocked opening is visible internally).
The later iconic neo Gothic railway buildings with tall gables (usually with bargeboards) and
chimneys and an eclectic borrowing from Britain’s architectural heritage was still to take hold
when the Goods Shed was first built, but was in vogue by the time the building was adapted
for use as a fire station; however subsequent modifications largely respected its classical
design, although the insertion of square headed doorways for the fire station diminished its
architectural coherence.
Plate 8. This shoulder arched detailing is only used on the north
arches. The internal arch detail is a later addition to accommodate
windows of the same size throughout

Although the clock tower is a later addition, it has
particular architectural and historic significance. Clocks
became an important part of the street scene once the
rail network was established. Time keeping had
previously been localised with as much as half an hour
between east and west England and as long as mail
coaches were relatively slow, the driver could simply
make adjustments to his time piece as he travelled from
one town to the next. From the start, some railway
companies used ‘London’ time, while others used local
time. Trains travelling east to west appeared to be travelling slower than the return journey,
west to east, which caused many problems with timetabling. At the stations of railway
companies that used London time, the railway time could be quite different to local time, with
all sorts of problems of missed trains and connections, in some places, there were even two
minute hands on the public clocks, one showing local, the other showing London time.16 The
process of nationalising time started in 1836 in Greenwich and between 1840 and 1848, all
train companies gradually moved towards using Greenwich time with the use of national time
not being made compulsory by law until 1880 (AE 2010, vol1, 48). Since 1838, the S&DR
board debated the need for a master clock and so a prominent clock tower was designed by
John Harris in 1839-40 (Clark 2006, 19). The clock tower extends down to the ground floor
and is constructed in the same margined and rusticated stonework of the earlier building, but
must have taken up valuable space and may even have hindered access into bays 4 and 5
which may therefore have become more suitable for storage or cart access from this time. It
is presumably for precisely that reason that one half of the base of the clock tower was
subsequently removed and the tower propped up in a precarious manner. Harris’s clock has
long gone, but the clock tower over the former Merchandise Station can still be seen from
considerable distances; designed to be visible to all who used the station and from passing
16

http://wwp.greenwichmeantime.com/info/railway.htm [accessed 15.4.10]
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trains. Further north, the clock which timed workers in and out of the railway works has been
reused on Morrison’s supermarket whose Northgate elevation maintains the appearance of
the works. (Wimbury pers comm.). The modern Sure Start building on the corner of McNay
Street and Station Road could be accused of pastiche, but its incorporation of a clock does
more than remind harangued parents that they are due to collect their offspring, but also
reflects the importance of time to the history and architecture of this part of Darlington.

Figure 8. Simplified goods shed layout with various alterations excluded for ease; the numbered bays are after
Fawcett 2001, fig 1.4 and the same numbering will be used throughout this report. The wall between bays 2 and
3 shown here by Fawcett had already gone by 1951, but the stumps of the wall can be seen.

Historic interest
When the Stockton & Darlington Railway opened for business on the 27th September 1825,
the face of the world was about to change as a direct result. It was significant that the route
chosen for the railway did not take minerals straight from the point of extraction to the
nearest harbour, but diverted via Stockton and Darlington (albeit just a mile north of
Darlington’s town centre) with their growing industries and future source of passenger traffic
and local markets. This was to set the line apart from other minerals waggonways and
railways and led to the creation of the first Merchandising Station in 1827 and its
replacement in 1833. The goods shed (as it became known from 1850) is therefore part of
this historically significant world changing event and is therefore of considerable historic
interest.
The goods shed and its nearby associated buildings from this pioneering phase of railway
development are also important because they represent this experimental phase of
development in new building types. The two level warehouse of the first station had not been
successful and so the 1833 goods shed was designed on one level, but it rapidly became
too small, required adaption and alteration and quickly became redundant. However what
was left behind is thought to be the earliest surviving example of a goods shed built on one
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level and may have been the first of its kind ever built. It is therefore of considerable
historic interest for the technological advance in station design that it represents (Clark
2006, 17-18). However the experiments with design continued and although future goods
sheds continued with the principle of loading and unloading on one level, the model of the
building was to alter as designs adapted. The building was left as an example of a particular
stage in development that has not survived anywhere else.
Unfortunately there are no surviving plans or elevations of the original 1833 Goods Shed or
the additions of 1839/40. This means that there is much speculation and uncertainty about
how the building actually functioned. For such an important building, it is surprising that more
documentation associated with its construction and subsequent adaptations has not been
uncovered. Without such plans, how merchandise was processed through the Goods
Station, is not clearly understood.17 Much of this remains as a gap in our knowledge.
The present day use of the former Goods Shed by the DRPS appears to be a continuation of
use that is associated with the railways that adds to the site’s historic interest. It is not clear
exactly when it fell out of use as a goods shed; it was certainly demoted in 1857 when the
S&DR acquired the GNE goods shed to the north. In the late 19th century it became a
railway fire station, but it also supported the town’s fire service where required. The use of
the east half of the building by D.Boyd & Son to make portable timber buildings was not
obviously part of the railway heritage, but the building remained in the ownership of the
railway company and was presumably leased to Boyd’s. The conversion of the fire station
into a motor repair depot may have taken place after a period of disuse and was by the
Railway Executive Civil Engineers’ department North Eastern Section’s Architect and
supported the needs of the railway company. 18 The building may have had a period of
disuse again before being acquired by Darlington Borough Council in 1983 and then it was
occupied by the DRPS from 1984. Its near continual connection with the railway industry is
therefore part of its significance, but the use of the shed for railway related works is not
necessarily continuous and therefore it is of some historic interest in that respect .
The station also has historic associations with notable individuals in the birth of the railways.
Thomas Storey (1789-1859)
Thomas Storey was originally appointed as assistant engineer to George Stephenson (Bill
Fawcett pers comm.) to construct the S&DR as early as 182119 or 1822.20 After 1825, the
S&DR no longer required the services of George Stephenson (although it did sometimes
consult Robert Stephenson) and Storey became its Chief Engineer (Bill Fawcett pers
comm.). He lived at St. Helens, Auckland, until his death in 1859. He became a member of
the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1829 and oversaw the construction of the Goods Shed in
1832-3. He left the S&DR to take up his appointment as Engineer in Chief with the Great
North of England Railway in 1836 and was replaced by his former pupil, John Harris. He
had an important role in projecting and forming both the Great North of England Railway and
17

The PRO does have a number of archives associated with the S&DR and these have not been
examined as they require a visit to the PRO offices in person
18 The originals of these plans have not been located, but Network Rail have confirmed that they are
not in their possession. They may be part of the PRO RAIL archive.
19 http://www.clevelandfhs.org.uk/S%20&%20D%20Employees.htm [accessed 11.8.13]
20 http://www.gracesguide.co.uk/Thomas_Storey_(2) [accessed 11.8.13]
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the Auckland and Weardale Railway. In 1841 he resigned from the Great North of England
Railway when it was not finished at the due opening date, but was presented with a silver
plated dinner service (Obituary in Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers 1860). The
goods shed is of considerable historic interest because of its association with him.
‘In person, Mr. Storey was tall and athletic, and capable of undergoing great fatigue. He
possessed great decision of character, and was deservedly respected for his strict integrity
and honesty of purpose. He was as scrupulously just, as an employer, towards those who
served under him, as he had been when an agent, to those under whom he served. During
the last few years, he lived in retirement, his health not permitting him to undertake any great
public work.’ (ibid)
John Harris(1812-1869)
John Harris took up his duties with the S&DR in 1836. After completing his term of pupilage
with Thomas Storey, he became Engineer to the Stockton and Darlington Railway Company,
and was engaged both in the maintenance of the permanent way and works of that line, and
in the construction of new works and branches in connection with it. Of the latter the principal
were, the Middlesbrough Dock and its coal-shipping staithes and railway approaches; a
bridge across the Tees at Stockton, to replace a suspension bridge which had failed to
answer its purpose as a railway bridge; the Middlesbrough and Redcar railway, and an
extension of the Wear Valley railway from Crook to Waskerley. He was one of the earliest to
recommend and adopt wooden sleepers for railways in preference to stone blocks, which at
that time (1839) were commonly used (ICE 1871 obituary). His duties as resident engineer
included responsibility for all new works on the railway whether civil engineering or buildings.
Harris was responsible for S&D buildings until the summer of 1844 during which time he
extended the Goods Shed in what must have been one of his first jobs as resident engineer
and he designed the first proper station for Middlesbrough and the nucleus of the present
North Road station at Darlington. He also supervised Storey over his construction of the
Shildon tunnel and was responsible for numerous smaller projects, many of which are now
demolished such as the extensions to the Shildon Works and the first roundhouse there
(Fawcett 2001, 115). In 1844 he became contractor for the maintenance of the permanent
way and works of the Stockton and Darlington railway. He also constructed the Wakefield,
Pontefract, and Goole railway and its branches, and the Kendal and Windermere railway,
which had been designed and commenced by Mr. Errington, V.P. Inst. C.E.
Besides these he was the contractor for the construction of the Middlesbrough and
Guisbrough railway, the Stanley branch of the Stockton and Darlington railway, a large
bridge across the river Wear, near Witton for the Stockton and Darlington Railway Company.
He was a member of the Board of Health in Darlington (ICE 1871 obituary). The goods shed
is of considerable historic interest because of its association with him.
‘He was of an open, genial disposition, and was universally respected by those under him.’
(ibid)

Archaeological interest
Rail vehicles underwent a rapid series of changes as they developed and as a result, their
associated sheds also had to be modified to accommodate the changing sizes of vehicle.
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These modifications survive in part as archaeological evidence, both in the fabric of the
building and in the buried remains of the rails that served the building. Later sheds would
bring engines in through openings in the ends, but this early version brought them in the long
side of the shed through archways. Clark (2006, 19) suggests that they seem to have been
adapted on at least one occasion to accommodate wider wagons, but there is no evidence of
this while it was in use as a goods shed.21 The sidings were set out in tight curves, but as a
result they could only accommodate the early short vehicles of four wheel bases which
would soon be replaced by longer vehicles. Evidence of the rails probably survive around the
Goods Shed and may help to throw light on how merchandise was moved in and out of the
shed; something which is not yet clearly understood. The use of sidings was particularly
significant here as it took the process of train assembly away from the main line and secured
control of access to the company; both improvements on the old goods shed arrangement
across the road. The relative chronology of the adaptation of the sidings may still be
preserved beneath the ground to the north and west of the goods shed and would help to
throw light on this process that informed later goods shed development elsewhere and so
the ground around the goods shed is potentially of considerable archaeological interest.
The different phases of building are still in evidence although much obscured internally by
snowcem, paintwork and locomotives and these phases are of considerable interest for the
archaeological information they contain. Indeed it is the surviving fabric of the building that
will throw light on the evolution of the building in the absence of any documentary evidence.
It is clear that the north side is later than the south side. There are the remains of the original
external wall inside between bays 3 and 4 (the entire wall survived before 1951 and the
scars can still be seen where it sprang from the west wall internally). However there may
have been an intermediate phase when bays 5-8 were added before the main north
extension. Small architectural differences in the details (lack of rusticated plinths to the
stonework on south bays 5-8, the abandonment of the alternating functions of
rail/window/rail/window in favour of three rails and one window (due to increasing use?) and
possibly slightly different quoin arrangements between the two sides, all hint at a different
phasing. However it is possibly more likely that they hint at different functions (import and
export?). It is the archaeological evidence in the form of architectural details that help us to
understand the functions and original form of the goods shed. The architectural distinction
between rail openings (tall without plinths and with secondary internal arches to
accommodate later windows and retain symmetry) and those which must have been
windows with no access because of their rusticated plinths, will help to throw more light on
how the building functioned through the years.
As the west side was subsequently used as a fire station, it has been through more changes,
but small fragments of evidence survive, such as the remains of a shoulder arch to the north
bay 5. Other details may survive, but are currently obscured externally by vegetation and
machinery leaning against the walls and internally by machinery, materials, engines and
paintwork.
The extension by Harris was added to the north side of the 1833 building and doubled the
floor space. It was built in a complementary style, but once it became a fire station in 1870,
21

There is evidence that the former wider openings which accommodated rails were narrowed to
accommodate windows after it went out of use as a goods shed.
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door alterations were generally less sympathetic. The fire station used the western half of
the building and so the modifications there are restricted to the west side and have resulted
in the tall timber folding doors through the north wall in bays 5 to 8 and a further folding door,
now gone, on the south side of bay 3. A half glazed double door was also inserted into the
west elevation which was the main fire station entrance. Cast iron columns have also
replaced any internal divisions, but their date is not clear.
The construction of the clock tower
between the two different phases of roof
pitch also has evidence of a bell as two
gaps were provided on the Doric trygliph
frieze for the sound to travel out of. The
construction of the bell tower internally
has, however, obscured some of the
phasing between internal walls which
could help to unpick the relative
chronology of the building between 1833
and 1951.
Plate 9. Part of the original north wall (bay 3) with
its arch intact dating to 1833. The wall which
formed bay 2 was removed in 1951.

There is some difficulty in assessing the
building’s
archaeological
potential
because the interiors are filled with
machinery, wall cupboards, work spaces
and materials which restrict access to
and views of the walls and window
openings. This is exacerbated by white
‘snowcem’ originally applied in 1951 and subsequent paintwork which hides joins between
phases of building. Further, the external walls are obscured by vegetation and heavy
machinery on the south side which further inhibits the analysis of phasing of construction.
Externally, the building had petrol interceptor tanks installed on the south west side in 1951
and inspection pits were installed internally too. These will all have destroyed any
archaeological evidence in those places. Therefore, it is important that a full archaeological
record is drawn up before plans are finalised which might involve any alterations to the
building.
Artistic interest
Many railway structures have attracted the attention of railway enthusiasts and artists alike,
but the Goods Shed is rarely represented in any artistic media and is rarely photographed by
railway enthusiasts. This may be in part because it is inaccessible, fenced off with
unattractive security fencing and surrounded by locomotives, cars, fencing or later brick
additions, all of which detract from its aesthetic appearance. There is no evidence therefore
that the Goods Shed has ever been, or is currently, of artistic interest.
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Communal Values
Communal values are not listed in the National Planning Policy Framework as a special
interest which contributes towards significance. It is a consideration in English Heritage’s
Conservation Principles (2008) however and is useful is considering how the local
community value a heritage asset.
The building is currently leased by the Darlington Railway Preservation Society which is run
entirely by volunteers and is a charitable trust. The DRPS appear to be responsible for the
general decorative order of the building, while the Council is responsible for its maintenance,
but there is no formal lease between the two organisations.22 The DRPS was founded in
1979 by a group of railway enthusiasts with the goals of preserving Darlington’s railway
heritage and restoring significant locomotives and artefacts for the enjoyment and education
of future generations. They took up residence in the Goods Shed in 1984 and as a result of
their work, the locomotive collection at the Goods Shed is the largest in Darlington and also
includes a collection of local railway industrial heritage, some of which is housed in the
museum. When steam trains are operated as part of public events at the adjacent Head of
Steam Museum, the Light Railway Order is exclusive to DRPS who have to operate the
locomotives on their behalf.
The DRPS originally opened the Goods Shed to the public regularly and organised a number
of steam events and railway carnivals, usually at the behest of the museum which contracted
the Society to run the events to help boost museum visitor numbers during school holidays.
However museum staff decided to reduce the number of these events in 2003 and the track
that was used was condemned in 2005. Some live steam events were still funded through
sponsorship and donations and could run to 500 journeys over a single bank holiday
weekend. Recent concerns over the safety of the building resulted in the Borough Council
imposing rules preventing public access to the Goods Shed, although private viewings are
still possible by appointment. More specifically, staff are told not to direct visitors to the
Goods Shed if public events are being run by DRPS because of health and safety concerns.
These concerns included the roof which was repaired by the Council, but only a temporary
electricity supply was installed consisting of three 3 amp plugs and restricted lighting,
unsuitable for the machinery required by the Society to restore the locomotives.
The lack of public access, a recent roof leak in the library area (now repaired by the council)
and the current organisation of space appears to have resulted in the interiors being
somewhat disorganised with a number of hazards spread across the floors and it is difficult
to see how library materials can be kept in good condition in their present state. Due to the
access difficulties, the lack of electricity to operate the machinery required to repair
locomotives and the lack of support from museum staff and the council, the membership of
the DRPS has fallen dramatically over the last eight years from over 150 members, of which
37 were under 25, to 32 members of which only 4 are under 25. However the restoration
work on the locomotives continues and the four younger members acquire hands on skills
including engineering and paintwork and obtain a level of practical experience not readily
available elsewhere. In the past, this included a railway engineering training scheme through
22

The lack of a formal lease is potentially a threat to significance as it is not always clear who is
responsible for what in terms of maintenance, tenancy rights and safety and the council are able to
impose constraints on the DRPS which are intended to protect public safety, but also obstruct the
effective functioning of the group.
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Shildon and Darlington Training Projects and the Government’s Employment Training
Programme with financial support from Darlington Borough Council. More recently, serving
younger volunteers have gone on to find driving jobs with other railway companies at
Wensleydale, Weardale and Whorlton (Kerry Bailey pers comm.).
The use of the building for locomotive preservation means that most of the building retains a
continual connection with railway history and, as Fawcett says (2001, 19), that use seems
fitting. While it has had several functions since being a Merchandising Station, and has had
periods of disuse, it was a fire station that serviced the railway and was a back up to the
town’s fire service. Its use as a motor depot was also related to supporting railway vehicles.
Only its use as a portable timber building manufactory was not directly related to the
railways, but the building remained at that time in railway company ownership. Therefore,
any proposals to give it a new use that was not connected with the railway would diminish its
historic significance and sever that long historical connection, therefore any changes in use
should be balanced against additional resources to conserve the significance of the buildings
and improve public access, at least to the exterior. The conservation management plan for
the museum identified the use of these associated buildings for locomotive works as being of
‘potential importance’ (Grenville, Carrington and Wilson et al 2004, 10). However it is
debateable whether that potential has ever been fully realised. Despite its national, possibly
even international importance, the goods shed and its associated railway heritage in
Darlington have consistently been undervalued and under resourced. Today, the building is
fenced behind security fencing and there is no public access to it and it is barely visible to all
but the most determined visitors. Even those visiting the Head of Steam Museum are
actively discouraged from visiting the Goods Shed and have to be content with a distant
interpretation panel on a gate down a side path.
It is difficult to place a community value on the Goods Shed. It is clearly cherished by railway
enthusiasts the world over, but the consistent lack of resourcing and adequate maintenance
of the building suggests a lack of political and therefore local community support. The steam
events were popular but these are different to the appreciation of the Goods Shed itself.
However a new group is now being formed – The Friends of the 1825 Stockton & Darlington
Railway which currently has a draft vision statement as follows:
‘To preserve and promote the original 1825 Stockton & Darlington Railway line as an
educational, cultural and historic site of international significance and to develop its
recreational and tourism potential.’ (Alan Mcnab pers comm)23
Such a group may offer the means through which the local, national and international
support for the S&DR and its associated heritage assets can be better managed.
The railway heritage of Darlington in general terms is of considerable historic interest to
those interested in railway heritage, but appears to be of limited value to the local elected
politicians and therefore of the community who elect them. Those who value the railway
heritage are in effect an international community, but specific note needs to be made of the
Friends of The Head of Steam Museum, the A1 Steam Locomotive Trust, the North Road
23

https://www.facebook.com/groups/304912612980375/
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Railway Charitable Trust,24 the North East Locomotive Preservation Society and the Model
Railway Company, all based in and around the historic heart of the S&DR and whose
presence makes the area more than just a heritage site, especially with the recent
successful new build of the A1 pacific class locomotive Tornado. The communal value of
the railway heritage to the heritage sector locally, nationally and internationally is therefore of
considerable significance, but there are large groups of people locally who appear not to
value it at all.

THE EXTERNAL INTERESTS AND SETTING
South elevation
The south elevation retains 8 visible bays with eight round-headed openings, although four
at the west end are blocked. Each arched opening is divided by finely tooled or rock faced
pilasters. As this elevation is the most intact it may hold the most clues on the evolution of
the building and how it functioned. However all is not as straight forward as it seems.
Fawcett (2001) has speculated that the alternating pattern of the windows relates to function.
He noticed that the windows were of two different heights and that this conformed to two
different arch designs which alternated. He suggested that the taller arches with a secondary
inset arch and narrow keystones may have been for trains, while the lower arches with
broader keystones were possibly windows into storage areas. The architectural details
support this – bays 1 and 3 are tall openings for trains and as such their stone bases have
no rusticated plinths because they are a later infilling. Bays 2 and 4 do have rusticated
plinths to match the plinth on the west side,
and so the window bases may be original.
Plate 10. The rusticated plinth only occurs at the base of
bays that were windows originally. Openings that
accommodated rails must have originally extended down
to ground level and have been filled and fitted with radial
windows later. The rusticated plinth also occurs on the
west elevation, but only the south end. It does not occur
on the west elevation – another possible reason why the
west side might also be later than the east. It is not used
on the north side either which is the Harris extension of
1839/40.

The radial windows themselves cannot be part
of the original design. The 1st ed OS map
surveyed in 1855 clearly shows five tracks
heading into the goods station from the north
(although one terminates there) and four tracks
exiting to the south. One of these, exiting bay
7, joined sidings to the goods yard to the west
which had a crane, presumably for unloading
the wagons. Therefore four of the north
24

This group existed when the goods shed was first taken over by the DRPS, but it is not clear if they
are still functioning.
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openings and four of the south openings had to be doors, not windows. Based on the
mapping, the train tracks almost certainly exited from bays 1 and 7, but it is not clear from
the map which bays the two central tracks exited from. However if the tall openings were for
trains then the pattern of opening height on the south side is:
Bay1
Bay 2
Bay 3
Bay 4
Bay 5
Bay 6
Bay 7
Bay 8

Tall for trains
Lower for storage (window)
Tall for trains
Lower for storage (window)
Tall for trains
Tall for trains
Tall for trains
Lower for storage or horse drawn carts (or window)

This pattern of window height therefore suggests that trains exited from bays 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7
which does appear to correlate with the mapping.
The secondary arch and keystone in Bays 1 and 3 appear to be later additions. These may
have been added to the openings to make all the openings the same size when the radial
windows were fitted, thus presenting a more symmetrical facade. If the taller windows hadn’t
been shortened (and narrowed) by this arch, the appearance of the elevation would have
been decidedly odd once the matching radial windows were inserted. This design detail has
therefore nothing to do with the original design of the goods station but is a later feature
associated with the addition of the radial windows.
If radial windows were only added into the train openings once the goods station went out of
use, it is not clear if the other arched openings into the storage areas were always radial
windows and that later windows were designed to match the originals. The internal design of
bay 1 (for trains) has a small ledge into which a lintel would have been placed, possibly for a
door. Internally, arches 2 and 4 are the same (for windows). The present radial window in
bay 3, is in part a replacement of folding doors. Plans dating to 1951 show that when the
window was removed from the north side in bay one (where the present outside W.C is), the
12 lower parts of the window were carefully reused on the south side in bay 3 to replace
existing folding doors. If the folding doors had extended all the way up to the top of the arch,
it would have been necessary to reuse the entire window from bay one north, but
presumably the folding doors had an existing radial arch window over it like a fan light. Such
an arrangement can still be seen in bay 3 on the north side, although these doors are also a
1951 replacement for existing folding doors. As bay 3 is a tall opening for trains, it could not
originally have had radial windows, even as a fanlight, because the engines would be too tall
and so the windows must have been added once the station no longer had goods coming
and going. This suggests that the radial windows pre-date the building’s use as a fire station,
or are associated with the early days of the fire station, but are not original to the goods
shed.
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Figure 9. Schematic view of the south elevation showing the main alterations and window arrangements

By the 1890s and the publication of the 2nd ed OS map, there were no longer rails exiting the
south side of the building and additional buildings had been erected against the south west
side of this elevation blocking bays 5-8, while the south east was enclosed; clearly no traffic
was using these openings and so the windows in bays 1 and 3 (albeit not in situ) must date
to this period. In 1857, the S&DR acquired the Goods Station on the north side of the railway
track from the NER. This was because the existing Goods Station was too small to handle
the volume of traffic. The insertion of the radial windows may have been triggered by a
change of use of the Goods Station brought about by its redundancy from 1857, or they may
have been original at least in those bays which required no wagon access. We know that
the building became an NER fire station sometime after the publication of the 1st ed OS map
(1855) and before the 2nd edition of 1898. The windows could therefore date to this change
and the blocking of some of the windows and their replacements with doors must have
followed quite quickly. Similar radial windows were used the 1840 Bank Top workshops of
1840 (designed by John Green junior) however, and so this suggests some popularity more
contemporary with Harris’ extension. Until the windows are examined archaeologically
without obstructions, it may be too difficult to date them with any certainty.
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The window in bay 7 is blocked. This is because a fireplace was inserted into the wall behind
and the opening converted into a chimney, probably when it was adapted for fire station use.
The chimney survives as does the fireplace internally. The construction of the fireplace
suggests that it must have heated a confined space, probably an office or mess room and it
was still an office in 1951 (and is still a mess room today, albeit with different wall partitions).
This end of the elevation subsequently became invisible behind later additions, which were
removed relatively recently. The erection of buildings against the west end of the south wall
after the goods shed was no longer used for rail traffic in the late 19th century may have also
meant that bays 5-8 never had radial windows installed and moved straight from their
original form to blocked arches. This is supported by the fact that when the industrial
standard sashes were inserted into the arches of bays 5, 6 and 8 in 1951, they were
reported as already being blocked with brick. This brick was removed and replaced with
stone and the industrial windows with concrete cills and lintels.
Also visible from the south side is the square ashlar clock tower which rises through the
central valley between the two roof pitches with angle pilasters and Doric entablatures. The
original clock faces on all sides of the tower are now missing but the surrounding raised
voussoirs remain.
The rainwater was drained using traditional cast iron pipes. These were cleverly fitted into
the structure by the creation of niches into the stonework. The pilaster between bays 5 and 6
had two pipes; on the 1951 plan one of these rises above the roof and may in fact have
been a flue. It was removed in 1951 and the niche remains vacant today. The downpipe
remains as does the down pipe between bays 2 and 3, although most rainwater goods were
overhauled in 1951.
There is also anecdotal evidence relating to the stonework on this elevation. The DRPS
members recount an incident when an engine bumped into the south wall and dislodged the
stonework. This showed that the stones were fixed together using a tongue and groove
technique (Barrie Lamb pers 35omm..). The damage was put back immediately and so the
exact location for this tongue and groove work cannot be verified.
The south elevation also has a particular historic relationship with no.2 McNay Street and the
former Goods Offices because the rails exiting from the goods shed, eventually ended down
the east side of the goods offices where local merchants could collect and pay for their
wares (OS 1855).
The signal post hidden in the trees south west of the building is not from the first railway age
and is therefore of less historic interest than the remainder of the site.
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Then and now...

Figure 10. The rear (south) elevation c.1951 (Ken Hoole Study Centre). Bay 7(second from left) is blocked from
its late 19th c conversion to a chimney. Bay 3 appears to be blocked and so has not yet been fitted with the
window from bay 1 north which was proposed in 1951. However only the bottom half of the window was used
which suggests that the top half was not required, but there is no top half of the window visible here. The
rainwater goods are not painted black and the replacement windows appear to be those on site today, fitted
1951. On the west elevation the former half glazed folding doors have been replaced with a new window and the
remainder of the doorway blocked with stone reused from elsewhere on the site (probably the demolished interior
walls). Flue pipes are in place, installed in 1951.

Figure 11. The south elevation in 2013.
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The special architectural interest of the south elevation is therefore as follows:
Table 1. The significance of the external south elevation

Feature
Pilasters,
arched
openings,
string
course, scale and
classical symmetry

Extent
of
significance
South
elevation

Level and type
of significance
Considerable
architectural
interest
Some
archaeological
interest
Some
historic
interest
Considerable
architectural and
archaeological
interest

Rusticated plinth

Bays 2 and 4,
but
possibly
others

Secondary arches

Bays 1 and 3

Some
architectural
interest;
considerable
archaeological
interest

Top opening radial
windows

Bays 1, 2, 3, 4

Considerable
architectural
interest;
some
historic interest,
considerable
archaeological
interest

Image
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Feature

Extent
of
significance
Between bays
2 and 3 and 5
and 6

Level and type
of significance
Some
architectural
interest

Stone niches for
rainwater goods

Between
bays

Considerable
architectural
interest

Industrial standard
sashes of 1951
with
concrete
lintels and stone
infill to arches

Bays 5, 6 and
8,

Limited
architectural and
archaeological
interest;
some
historic interest

Chimney

Roof
bay 7

Some
historic
interest,
limited
architectural
interest,
limited
archaeological
interest

Blocked bay 7

Bay 7

Cast iron rainwater
goods

all

above

Image

Some
archaeological
interest,
limited
architectural
interest
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Feature

Extent
of
significance
Land to south
(land to SW
had
petrol
interceptor
tanks installed
in 1951 and
service trench
with man hole
extending to
SE)

Level and type
of significance
Some
archaeological
interest
(but
needs
verifying
through
evaluation)

Clock tower

Valley
between two
roof pitches

Considerable
architectural and
historic interest

Welsh slate roof

Roof,
all
phases,
but
overhauled in
1951
and
recently

Considerable
architectural
interest

Links
Goods
offices

Whole building

Considerable
historic interest

Signal post

Outside
the
SW corner

Limited
interest

Stone ashlar blocks
–
evidence
of
tongue and groove
fixings

South wall

Unknown
archaeological
interest

Ground around the
buildings

with
the
Station

Image

historic

-
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Moving forward....
•
The most significant elements of the south elevation are therefore the round arched
openings, but the stone fill and replacement windows of bays 5-8 are of less
significance and could be removed. The form of the arches is important with the
rusticated pilasters and the different designs which help to tell the story of how the
building was used and how it evolved over time (although much is still the result of
speculation). The radial windows should be retained and restored because they
have become distinctive and are a surprisingly aesthetic response to the change of
use post 1857; their design may be based on original windows in bays 2 and 4 and
copied when the doors were filled and taken out of use for trains. Their design could
be used to reference any new development attached to or in the vicinity of the
building.
•
The use of cast iron rainwater goods is in keeping with the character of the
buildings and any replacement ones should be of a dimension that allows the
original stone niches to be reused and be of cast iron.
•
The brick chimney is a later addition and does not merit preservation at any cost,
however the fireplace it serves is of interest and so it may merit retention so that the
fire can continue to be used (see interiors section).
•
The traditional Welsh slate roof is of significance and has recently been reroofed
and was overhauled in 1951. Any future repair works should use materials to match
the existing.
•
The clock tower may require improved structural support, but it is an important
element of the building and should be retained. Its central position enhances the
symmetry of the classical design and so its position should remain central to the
building; this needs to be considered in any proposals to extend the building. Future
management might like to consider replacing the clock with either a modern design
or with another clock with railway associations.
•
The building and the land around may contain unrecorded archaeological
information. A proper detailed record of the elevation with vegetation and heavy
machinery removed (and interiors emptied) would help to understand the relative
chronology of alterations and also contribute towards our understanding of how the
building functioned as a Goods Station. The land to the south east of the building
could still contain evidence of past land uses and of the rail system shown on the 1st
ed OS map; the south west area has had a building located on it and petrol
interceptor tanks installed, so evidence here may be truncated. Any alterations to
the use of the building should therefore be accompanied by pre-determination
archaeological evaluation in order to test the archaeological potential of the ground
and to record the elevations in more detail before alterations are finalised or
implemented. It may also be prudent to record some works such as any unblocking
of arches to see if more light can be thrown on the arch’s original form.
•
Although the south elevation has had buildings on it in the past, its relatively good
survival of window/opening symmetry does merit a view, especially from the Goods
Station Offices on McNay Street. Similarly the retention of a view from the Goods
Shed to the Goods Offices will enhance understanding and appreciation of this
elevation and aid future interpretation and the recognition of the historic link
between the former Goods Station and the Goods Station Offices. It will also
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therefore conserve any archaeological deposits associated with the rail link
between the Goods Agents Office and the Goods Shed.

North elevation
The north elevation is a later addition, but is now much altered. It was designed with 8 bays
some with shoulder-arched openings, but only three survive as visible arches (bays 1, 3 and
4 (and only bays 1, 3 and 5 appear to have been shoulder arches).25 As the openings to
bays 5, 6, 7 and 8 have altered, we do not know what form they originally took. The new
north wall extended the length of the building so that more wagons could be brought under
cover. This adaptation must therefore have been in response to the lengthening of train
wagons and their ability to carry more merchandise. Bay 4 has no shoulder arch – this may
be because the only arches to be provided with them were tall arches, but bay 4 also
appears to be wider between its pilasters than other bays and is not necessarily typical. At
this point it is worth remembering that the original three bays in the first Merchandising
Station across the road, were not of equal size. This may also be the place where an
additional rail line terminated at the building and did not pass through it (see fig 5, OS 1st ed
1855).

Figure 12. Sketch plan of the north elevation showing significant alterations

The arched openings to bays 5, 6 and 8 were removed and replaced with large square
headed folding doors in the late 19th century, probably when the building was used as a fire
station. The folding doors had large hinges which rolled backwards on opening and so the
ashlar stone jambs had niches carved into them to accommodate the hinges. Sometime in
the 1960s (date based on historic photographs, see plate 12) the door to bay 6 was
25

A tiny fragment of shoulder arch to bay 5 survives internally
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North

heightened and new higher hinge niches crudely carved into the stone jambs. Each opening
was originally defined with narrow and broad quoins and similar margined and rock-face
pilasters to those on the earlier south elevation. Two windows survive with small panes and
iron glazing in bays 3 and 4, although only that in bay 4 is complete. The two brick buildings
attached to the east end of the north elevation were probably added in 1951 and
necessitated the blocking of bay 1; they are of no particular architectural interest. Part of the
pilaster has been cut into and removed between bays 1 and 2 to increase storage space
where gas canisters are currently stored.
The land to the north of the building is where the sidings extended from the mainline to the
Goods Shed. The use of sidings was one of the significant differences between the first
Merchandising Station and this one and reflected the need to carry out loading and train
assembly off the main line in order to avoid delays. While the technology for sidings and the
use of points already existed within a mining context, this may be one of the first places to
use it in the railway and so merits further investigation to see if evidence for the earliest
sidings survive.
Then and now...

Plate 11. The Goods Station when used by D. Boyd & Sons Ltd – manufacturers of portable timber buildings
Date unknown, but pre 1951 as the window in bay 1 is still intact. The door in bay 3 was replaced in 1951. The
door in bay 6 has not yet been heightened.
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Figure 13. The front (north) elevation in 1951 (proposed alterations)

Plate 12. The Goods Station in the 1960s when it was a motor depot. Bay 6 has been increased in height since
1951 and the removal of the arch in bay 2 is still fresh looking

Plate 13. The front (north) elevation in 1974
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Plate 14. The north elevation in 2013

Table 2. The significance of the external north elevation

Feature

Extent
of
significance
North
elevation

Level and type of
significance
Considerable
architectural interest
Considerable
archaeological interest
Some historic interest

Shoulder
arches

Bays 1 and 3

Considerable
architectural interest
Considerable
archaeological interest
Some historic interest

Secondary
arches

Bays 1 and 3

Some
architectural
interest,
considerable
archaeological interest

Rusticated
pilasters

Image
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Feature

Extent
of
significance
Bays 3 and 4
(possibly bay
1
–
not
visible)

Level and type
significance
Considerable
architectural interest

String coursing

Bays 5, 6, 7
and 8

Some
architectural
interest,
some
archaeological interest

Top
opening
radial windows

Bays 3 and 4

Considerable
architectural
interest;
some historic interest,
considerable
archaeological interest

Arched
openings

Bays 1, 3 and
4

Considerable
architectural interest
Considerable
archaeological interest
Some historic interest
Limited archaeological
interest

String coursing

Blocking
arched
openings

to

Bay 1

of

Image

See above
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Feature

Extent
of
significance
Bay 3

Level and type of
significance
Limited historic interest,
limited
archaeological
interest

Folding doors

Bays 3, 5 and
8

Limited
architectural
interest,
some
archaeological interest

Folding doors

Bay 6

Limited
architectural
interest,
limited
archaeological interest

Folding door

Evidence
of
removal of arch
to bay 2

Some
interest

Image

archaeological
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Feature

Extent
of
significance
Bays 8 and 5;
disused
sockets
in
bay 6

Level and type of
significance
Some
architectural
interest;
some
archaeological interest

Hinge sockets

Bay 6

Limited
interest

archaeological

Cast
iron
rainwater goods

Between
bays 1 and 2,
bays 2 and 3,
and 6 and 7

Some
interest

architectural

Rail tracks

To bay 1

Limited historic interest
(modern)

Hinge sockets
for folding doors
to bays

Image
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Feature

Extent
of
significance
In front of bay
1

Level and type of
significance
Limited historic interest,
negative
architectural
feature

Ground around
the buildings

Land
to
immediate
north
between
goods shed
and
station
where sidings
were

Considerable
archaeological interest

Clock tower

Valley
between two
roof pitches

Considerable
architectural and historic
interest

Welsh slate roof

Roof,
all
phases, but
overhauled in
1951
and
recently

Considerable
architectural
(potential)

Whole
building

Considerable
interest

WC and other
brick
built
buildings

Links with North
Road Station

Image

interest

historic
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Moving forward...
This elevation has been through a number of changes and is therefore less sensitive to
further change. The elevation can still be read as a series of adaptations reflecting the
building’s different uses and this is of archaeological interest, but need not prevent future
change. Instead it is important that any future changes should be preceded by
archaeological recording.
•

The elements which should be retained include the evidence of the arches and
where they still exist they should be retained, the radial windows and architectural
detailing such as the pilasters, shoulder arches, secondary arches and string courses
where they are in their original position (not those over bays 5, 6, 7 and 8). Similarly,
the use of Welsh slate on the roof is also an important reminder of the role that the
railway was to have in transporting building materials over ever wider areas and the
impact that was to have on vernacular architecture.

•

The later additions of brick extensions are negative features as they destroy the
symmetry of the building.

•

Symmetry was important in classical designs and the former goods shed is no
exception. The alterations to the arches have destroyed that symmetry and restoring
them in some measure could also restore the symmetry, but there is no need to
restore them in every detail as a pastiche of what went before, particularly where
evidence is lacking. Instead, where arches have been completely lost, new modern
arches could restore the symmetry and improve internal light.

•

If the building was to be extended, it would need to consider the impact on the
symmetry of the building. The position of the clock tower is clearly central and so
extending the building on the west side (there is no room on the east) would destroy
the symmetry unless a clean break was introduced such as an unobtrusive linking
corridor with an emphasis on modern materials such as glass. This would allow the
original building to be seen in its late 19th century scale and retain the symmetry
created by the clock tower and the openings. The view of the clock tower from the
railway line is also a reminder of the importance of time for train travel and the impact
that had on the world once time was synchronised.

•

The use of cast iron rainwater goods is appropriate to this age of building and their
use should be continued. Not all are original; some were replaced in 1951 and it may
be appropriate for existing rainwater goods to be replaced, but where this is
necessary, traditional cast iron should be used again.
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Then and now...

Plate 15. The complex of buildings around the former goods shed in 1945 (Google Earth)

Plate 16. The complex of buildings around the former goods shed in 2008 (Google Earth)

•

The north elevation has had no buildings of a sufficient scale placed directly in front
of it so that its north elevation was obscured entirely from the railway line. This
should be broadly adhered to, but does not preclude the building of new build in the
general area. When it was a motor depot there was a corrugated iron building to the
north west and further buildings to the west and south, but the retention of a visual
link with the railway and ideally with the station should be considered to help with
interpretation by future visitors. This view could be framed by new buildings, railway
heritage such as locomotives, or landscaping.
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West elevation
This elevation has also been through a number of changes, but seems to have been
designed with no architectural features apart from the string course across its width to break
the monotony of the elevation and the quoins/pilasters which separate the two phases of
building. A number of later features mask the evidence of the earlier building form. The multi
paned window to the west elevation was inserted in 1951 and replaced wide half glazed
double doors inserted for the fire station post 1870. It does not sit well within the elevation
with its large concrete cills and lintels and breaks the line of the string course; it is a negative
feature, however the stone fill below the window is probably made from demolished fabric
from the building during the 1951 alterations. The modern brick building attached to the
western gable is not of special interest and is also a negative feature. As well as detracting
from the simple symmetry of the elevation, it hides the join between two phases of building
and important archaeological information regarding their relationship.
Table 3. The significance of the external west elevation

Feature
Brick extension

Multi
window

pane

String course

Extent
of
significance
West
elevation

Level and type
significance
None/ negative

of

West
elevation

Limited historic interest

Only partial
survival
on
west
elevation. It
appears
to
run under the
felting of the
brick
extension.

Some
interest

Image

architectural
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Feature

Extent
of
significance

Level and type
significance

of

Rusticated
pilasters

Between two
phases and
on north and
south ends

Considerable
architectural
and
archaeological interest

Clock tower

Valley
between two
roof pitches

Considerable
architectural and historic
interest

Welsh slate roof

Roof,
all
phases, but
overhauled in
1951
and
recently

Considerable
architectural interest

Image

Niche
for
rainwater goods

Cast
iron
rainwater goods
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Feature
Links
with
Goods Offices

Below ground
archaeology

Extent
of
significance
Whole
building

Level and type of
significance
Considerable
historic
interest

West
of
building
to
Station Road

Unknown,
possibly
some
archaeological
interest

Image
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Then and now...

Plate 17. An undated, but pre 1951 photograph of the west elevation showing a building to the south and their
relationship to the Goods Offices on McNay Street. McNay Street and the single storey building adjacent were
domestic houses by 1949, the singe storey house known as the Bungalow (Darlington Business Directory 1949
and 1951, 367)

Plate 18. The same view in 2013.

Moving forward....
If the building was to be sensitively extended or the wider area developed, this would be the
side to concentrate development around.
• As with the north and south elevations, the view of the clock tower is important as it
was designed to be seen on all sides. As with the other faces of the clock tower, a
replacement clock should be considered.
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•

This area has been regularly developed throughout the history of the goods shed. In
its early days it was the goods yard with rails and a crane for unloading (1 st ed OS
map surveyed 1855) including a rail leading directly to the east side of the Goods
Offices from 1840 so that collection or export was controlled from the offices. It
attracted further development with additional buildings, a car park and by 1951 a
garden lay beyond a large building on the goods shed west side. There is therefore a
precedent for buildings on this side, but consideration would need to be given
towards the view of the goods shed from Station Road and maintaining or enhancing
the view of the clock tower and recreating a physical and visible relationship with the
Good’s Shed offices.

•

A key consideration is the character of any adjacent development. While a pastiche
of railway development would be undesirable, so too would bland executive housing.
Instead design details could be borrowed from the goods shed and reinterpreted in
high quality modern materials, but scale is also important. New development should
not dwarf the important buildings of the goods shed, station and goods offices.

•

A clear distinction needs to be made between the extent of the 19th century goods
shed and any new development. If the goods shed was to be extended, it should
have a clear linking section to allow the 19th century building to be appreciated on its
own. Development types which might maintain the significance of the setting or even
enhance it might include developments which support and enhance a visit to the
railway museum and add value to the visit and increase its profitability. Other
possible uses that would be in keeping with its historic significance might be light
industrial uses or centres of invention and innovation.

•

Archaeologically this area is much developed and so any deposits will be truncated,
however as this was the location of the goods yard and its crane, it does merit further
investigation in advance of any development being designed, so that its full
archaeological potential can be understood.

East elevation
The east elevation faces the footpath that links North Road/McNay Street to North Road
Station. It is a relatively plain facade with only a string course to break it up, rusticated
quoins which separate the two phases of building and a rusticated plinth. The bright red brick
wall of the WC backs on to the path and detracts from the building as does the necessary
but unattractive security fencing. The earlier south part has been rendered above string
course height and where this render has fallen off, brick patchwork is exposed. This
suggests some alterations here which have not gone well. A line of holes suggests that a
damp proof course has been inserted at height along the cement render, but the cement
render may well be the cause of any damp. The same cementitous material has been used
for some poor repointing which as well as being unsightly is also damaging the stonework. A
single cast iron downpipe partially survives; attempts have been made to burn it by vandals
and so the bottom part is missing. The stump of a water pipe or other service fitting is also
located here – it’s function and significance unknown.
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There are no long distance views of the building here and so views of it are not especially
significant. Although it is only a few metres away from the world’s first merchandising station,
it is separated from the site by North Road which is now cut into the ground (done in 1857 to
allow traffic to pass below the bridge) and the earlier station is long gone. Trees reduce
visibility between the former goods station, North Road and the bridge, but they do have
strong historic associations. As it sits on the path to the surviving and used section of the
S&D railway line then it is this view that is most significant for its historic interest.

Plate 19. The east elevation in 2013
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Table 4. The significance of the external east elevation

Feature
Brick extension

Cast
downpipe

Extent
of
significance
East
elevation

iron

Level and type
significance
Negative

of

Image

Limited architectural

String
course
and rusticated
plinth

East
elevation

Considerable
architectural
and
archaeological interest

Cement render

South end of
east elevation

Negative architectural
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Feature
Welsh slate roof

Utility stump

Extent
of
significance
Roof,
all
phases, but
overhauled in
1951
and
recently

Level and type
significance
Considerable
architectural interest

West side

Unknown

of

Image

Moving forward....
• The cement render should be removed to investigate what lies beneath so that a new
solution can be found to any water ingress using breathable materials. Similarly the
cement pointing should be removed before it damages the stonework.
• The growth of self seeded trees needs controlling especially on the south side of the
building which also extends to the east and tree growth needs to be monitored on the
east side so that a visual relationship can be maintained with the bridge and the site
of the world’s first merchandising station.
• If the rainwater goods have to be replaced (the less there is here the less there is to
vandalise) then cast iron would seem to be the most robust and fire resistant material
available.
The significance of the interiors
The interiors have been through several phases of alteration and as such they are less
sensitive to further change. There are however some important architectural features
remaining and the full archaeological potential of the building has never been realised and
cannot be appreciated while the interiors are in full use. Currently there are a large number
of engines, materials and tools inside which restrict access and visibility of the architecture;
the snowcem and subsequent white paint also masks the vertical archaeology. The following
statement of significance makes an attempt to highlight what is significant, but before any
plans are finalised, it is important that the interiors are assessed properly with reduced
numbers of obstructions.
The interiors are divided into two main areas; the west side that was used as a fire station
and then a motor repair depot and the east side that was used by D. Bayles and Sons before
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becoming part of the motor repair depot in 1951. Due to their different uses, their
significance and character is different. Between the two is the clock tower base.

Figure 14. Schematic plan of the Goods Shed layout in 2013 excluding modern internal partitions and extensions.
The internal remains of the shoulder arch to bay 5 is shown in red. The mid to late 19th century fireplace is
shown on the south wall of bay 7

The east side
This area retains part of the north wall of the original building of 1833; this consists of one
high vehicle arch identical to its 1833 partner on the south elevation. (It differs from the later
arch on the north elevation as the northern arch is shouldered.) The internal arch retains on
its north side the string coursing and the rusticated tooled and margined ashlar finish of the
original 1833 build which was replicated in the 1839/40 extension. Unlike its southern and
northern counterparts it does not have a secondary arch
fill further suggesting that the insertion of the radial glass
windows which necessitated the secondary arch fill, came
sometime after the 1839/40 extension when it no longer
functioned as a goods shed, but before it became a fire
station. No glass window fill would be necessary here as
the arch was only internal after 1839. It does however
have joins cut into it. It is not clear if they are original or
later additions, but a number of the arches have joins in
the interiors suggesting that they have all had fittings
which are now gone. A clue may be in the ‘timber fittings’
that were removed from the 1833 arch in bay 2 in 1951.

Plate 20. The former south external wall of the goods shed, now an
internal surviving arch because of the 1839/40 extension
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The wall of the arch in bay 3 continues and joins the clock tower. An opening should have
been placed here as it includes bay 4, but there is no arch visible here. There is evidence of
an earlier blocked opening however, where a line of quoins survive but there is no arch
visible. The opening does not appear to be large enough to accommodate wagons, but as
bay 4 was probably only used for storage, this may be evidence of an early window type on
the original north wall. It therefore raises the possibility that the original north windows were
not arched at all! Unfortunately only one side of this wall is visible due to storage. Bay 4 on
the external north side is not typical however. Externally it appears wider than the rest and it
was here that one line terminated and did not pass through the building. The original
arrangement seen internally may not therefore be typical of the rest of the building.

Plate 21. The original north wall survives and includes bay 4,
but there is no evidence for an arch, only an earlier opening
defined by rusticated quoins still visible beside the tower door.
This would have been a window, but raises the possibility that
the original window openings were not arched at all.

Extending south of the surviving arch in bay 3 is a
stump of wall; this was a stump in 1951, but the
bottom half has been crudely hacked into since then
to create more space. This stump of wall is opposite
another stump on the south wall between bays 2
and 3. This suggests that bays 1 and 2 were
separated from bays 3 and 4. If these represent two
working units consisting of a rail track and a storage
or loading/unloading area, this division would make
sense. There are also wall stumps visible on other
parts of the shed, but they vary in detail and further
examination would be required if more information was required to understand the internal
use of space. The arch from the original bay 2 survived until 1951 when it was removed, the
stonework reused elsewhere on site and its ‘timber filling’ removed. The scarring of this
original north wall can still be seen on the internal east wall. There also appear to be some
differences between wall stumps in the east half and the west half which could suggest
different dates. There is a full dividing wall between bays 4 and 5 however and this divides
the building today into two parts. (See section on the west side below for further discussion
on the wall stumps).
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Plate 22. Wall stumps or piers. Left: this is attached to the surviving arch of bay 2-3 and has been cut into at
lower levels to create more space. Right: this is attached to the south wall opposite. Although the stonework is
tooled and margined, it is not rusticated – compare this to the wall stumps or piers in the west half (below).These
two stumps appear to be all that is left of a dividing wall between bays 1 and 2 and bays 3 and 4.

The wall which divides the east and west side of the building may be a later addition
provided either when the building was extended northwards in 1839/40 or once the building
was divided and the west side became a fire station c.1870. However if the original shed
was subdivided into groups of two bays, then this could be a relic of this arrangement; the
others having been removed to make the internal space more flexible. The central one was
retained to divide the fire station from the rest of the building. The answer would be in its
relationship to the later clock tower and any differences between its construction between
the 1833 building and the extension of 1839/40. The location of such joins is hidden by a
combination of clock tower and engineering materials, cupboards and equipment. A crack
runs up the dividing wall on the south and north sides which suggests that it is later fill and
not properly keyed into the stonework of the external walls. This would support its date as
c.1870 and associated with the fire station.
Clearly, further work is required to establish a relative chronology here. The wall has a series
of joist holes where a store was built adjoining it before 1951. This was presumably when the
east side of the building was used by D. Bayles and Sons Ltd. The present door between the
east and west sides was not there in 1951 and further, was not proposed.
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Plate 23. Part of the dividing wall between bays 4 and 5. The joist holes held the ceiling in place for a store room
that was located here prior to 1951. A crack can be seen running up the wall on the left side - this suggests that
the wall fill is not keyed into the stump with the external wall, but where wall stumps survive elsewhere, it
suggests that each bay was divide with a similar wall when the goods station was in use. Improved access is
required to the building if the date (and significance) of this wall is to be confirmed.

The stonework to the clock tower has high quality rusticated ashlar quoins suggesting that it
was designed to be visually prominent within the interiors. Two doors into the clock tower
consist of access into a storage area and access into the tower where the clock workings
were originally located. The interiors of the clock tower were not seen as access was not
considered safe and keys were not available, but there is a local tradition that the clock
workings are still located there. Prior to 1951 there was a flight of steps on the south side of
the tower. It is not clear where the steps led to but it seems most likely that they provided
access on to the roof of he store which was created out of partition materials; the roof space
would have made useful storage space for timber.
The moderately low pitched double span hipped roofs are of bolted king posts (listed building
description). The same king post type is used throughout all parts of the building suggesting
that they are not original, although Clark (2006, 18) suggests that they are. The roof itself
has been overhauled on a number of occasions and so the purlins and rafters are likely to be
replacements.
The floors inside both sides of the building are not original. In 1951 the existing flooring
consisted of timber floors resting on sleepers, presumably acquired from the railway and
these were removed and carted away for storage. However the north east section of the
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goods shed had stone flooring and this too was carted away in 1951. The different flooring
types suggests either different functions or later replacements; the use of timber flooring
does not seem robust enough for the goods shed, but might suffice for the fire station and
timber building manufactory..

Table 5. The significance of the internal east side

Feature

Extent
of
significance

Stonework for Central
clock
tower position
with rusticated
tooled
and
margined
ashlar quoins

Clock
tower
doors
Clock
workings
Remains
of
1833 arch for
bay 3 and
stump
to
south side and
wall extending
to clock tower
with blocked
opening

Level and type
significance

of

Image

Considerable
architectural;
considerable
archaeological;
considerable historic

N and S Limited
sides
interest
Inside tower unknown

historic See above

Between
Considerable
bay 2 and 3 architectural, historic
and 3 and 4 and
archaeological
interest

Wall piers or On
stumps
of wall
walls between
bays

south Some
architectural
and
some
archaeological
interest
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Roof timbers

North side

Roof timbers

South side

Dividing wall

Between
Limited architectural
east
and interest; considerable
west side
archaeological
interest

Concrete
floors

Throughout

Considerable
architectural, historic
and
archaeological
interest

None

Moving forward...
The internal space of the east side of the goods shed is reasonably flexible, but there are
certain features which should be retained if significance is not to be lost.
•

The arched window openings and surviving radial windows are of considerable
significance and should be retained. The surviving wall and arch of the original south
wall of the 1833 building must also be retained.

•

Before design decisions are made a more detailed study needs to be made of the
building fabric without obstructions. This needs to better assess the relative
chronology of the shed as a whole and the partition wall between bays 4 and 5 in
particular. It is also important that access is obtained into the clock tower to check if
there are still clock or bell mechanisms there. Once that has been done, this
statement of significance should be updated.

•

Other architectural features could be altered, but archaeological information which
helps to understand the evolution of the building should be ideally retained and
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certainly recorded. For example the wall piers should be retained, but they can be
reused or built around.
•

The use of space has changed significantly and it is increasingly difficult to read how
the goods shed was used from 1833 to 1857. It would perhaps be unreasonable to
expect future uses of the building to reflect the original layout in bays, but any
subdivision of the interiors should be reversible so that the building can continue to
adapt in the future without major works.

West side
Cast iron columns on stepped stone footings may have replaced any internal dividing walls,
but it is not clear if there ever were any. There is a possible stump, much obscured by the
mess room and engines, which could suggest a N-S dividing wall between bays 5 and 6 and
7 and 8 (two groups). It is interesting that the iron columns on stone bases which provide the
support to the roof structure are similar to those on the North Road station forecourt canopy
(1841), although the station examples have no stone bases – presumably these are
additional protection for the columns from engines which would not be necessary for the
passenger station. We cannot exclude the possibility that the west side was always
differently laid out to the east, even before it was modified for fire station use and that the
pillars could be part of the 1839 alterations.

Plate 24. Left: A stump of wall pilaster may mark where the original north wall returned. It has been cut off half
way up possibly to make room for more engines. Right: the remains of a shoulder arch behind the large double
doors in bay 5.

The roof consists of king post trusses, although much of the roof structure of the western half
of the building is obscured by a boarded ceiling.
The clock tower has had the west half of its lowest storey removed to admit rail vehicles and
it is cantilevered on an unusual arrangement of timber baulks (Clark 2006, 18). The site of
the base of the clock tower was used to house a stove and flue in 1951 and now an engine
is parked beneath it (and alarmingly appears to be supporting the chimney).
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Like the eastern side, there are wall piers along the lengths of the south elevation, but there
are differences. In this western half the south wall piers have a rusticated finish which
suggests that no wall was ever attached to them in order to divide the bays. Similar wall
piers in the east side do not have this rusticated finish, although the exact nature of their
finish is difficult to determine with their snowcem coverings. The stump on the west wall
might be the remains of a pilaster where there was a return to form the original outside north
wall and this has been cut into, possibly to make more room for engines, or possibly as part
of the insertion of the fire station doors after c.1870. However there is currently no access to
it.
The different design of the remaining wall piers on the east and west sides suggests the
possibility that the east and west sides are different dates or had different functions. That
would mean the structure had three main phases of expansion, not two:
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

The south east four bays
The south west four bays
The north side which doubled the floor space

1832/3 by Storey
unknown
1839/40 by Harris

This possibility has added credence as the external arches on the south side only alternate
for the first four bays, but the (later?) second four bays do not alternate, but run high, high,
high, low. The addition of four more bays, three of which could accommodate tall engines
would have allowed more goods traffic engines and their loads to be processed at the same
time, whereas the Harris extension of 1839/40 would only have extended the length and
number of wagons which could be attached to a single engine. Against this however is the
lack of any external walling details to the partition wall which divides the east and west
halves. If it had been an external west facing wall, even for a short time, it should have had a
string course and a rusticated base plinth to match the external east wall; it hasn’t. Finally, it
seems inconceivable that the S&DR would construct a new Goods Shed that was only
marginally wider than the existing one with three unequal bays, just at the point that the
movement of merchandise by steam powered locomotive was taking off. On balance, the
difference in design and opening layout probably represents different functions between east
and west.

Once the building was used as a fire station it had a mess or office inserted into the area of
bay 7 against the south wall. An office still exists here, although the present partition walls
appear to be mid 20th century. However a fireplace and chimney were installed and both still
survive. The mantelpiece is a simple wooden one and the cast iron fireplace appears to
serve as an oven and boiler too. The fender is marked with NER; the NER and the S&DR
joined in 1863 and so the fender, if not the fireplace and the creation of the office, should
post date this.
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Plate 25. Left: the rusticated detailing to the face of this wall pier suggests that it was not intended to be attached
to a wall, but was a finished face. Right: the steel columns in the west side of the building are similar to those
used in the main station building of 1841, but the stone bases would be added to protect them from large
engines.

Plate 26. The late 19th century fireplace inserted into the building when it was adapted for use as a fire station.

The west wall has an access door into the brick extension. The building is of no significance,
but there are artefacts in here that do make a significant contribution to local railway
heritage.
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Table 6. The significance of the internal west side

Feature

Extent
of
significance

Level and type
significance

of

Cantilevered
Central
support
for position
clock tower

Limited architectural;
some archaeological
interest (potentially
dangerous)

Rusticated
Between
wall piers to bays 5 and
south wall
6 and 6 and
7

Considerable
archaeological
interest;
some
architectural interest

Cast
pillars

Some architectural
interest;
some
archaeological
interest

iron Throughout
west side

Image
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Roof timbers

North side

Unknown
(hidden
behind boarding)

Roof timbers

South side

Unknown
(hidden
behind boarding)

Dividing wall

Between
Limited architectural
east
and interest;
west side
considerable
archaeological
interest

Concrete
None
floors
Office/ mess In bay 7 Limited
partition walls against
interest
south wall

Office
place

fire As above

historic

Considerable historic
interest;
limited
archaeological
interest;
considerable
architectural interest
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Doorway and Into
west None
door
extension

Moving forward...
The west side of the building has more flexibility than the east side because so many
changes in the layout have already been made.
• The cast iron columns should be retained, but reversible partitions could be erected
between them; the loss of the readability of the space is not critical as so many
changes have already taken place.
• The fireplace should be retained as it helps to conserve some Victorian character.
• The blocked arches to bays 5, 6 and 8 on the south side could be reopened, but
consideration needs to be given to returning the symmetry to the elevation as seen
from the outside through appropriate glazing, although this is less important than
interior views.
• The future form of the north doors should be given some thought. The arches are
long gone and it would be attractive to return them, however the form of the openings
will depend on its future use. The fire station doors to bays 5 and 8 in particular are
not without significance, but they need not be retained at any cost.
The extent and significance of the setting
The Goods Shed is part of a complex of railway related heritage assets of considerable
historic interest on the site chosen by the S&DR to locate its business offices and sidings
adjacent to North Road; the historic north-south route that linked London and Edinburgh. In
1831 Alfred Kitching26 set up a new ironmongery and foundry business opposite the existing
station and this sparked further development around the railway (Cookson 2003, 67). The
key buildings associated with this embryonic, and at times, experimental phase of railway
development, were located in this part of Darlington. The first station of 1827 was located
49m east of the Goods Shed and is long demolished. The approach to the Goods Shed
offices (15m to the SE of the goods station) was along what is now called McNay Street
(after Thomas McNay the S&DR’s Secretary) and the 1855 (OS 1st ed 60 inch to 1 mile)
mapping suggests that this was also the main point of contact for handling goods via the
Goods Shed, at least from 1840. The large open green space between North Road Station
of 1841-2 and the Hopetown Carriageworks built in 1853 were allotments in the 1850s
reflecting their current use as green space (and disguising its former use as a locomotive
scrap yard).

26

William Kitching was a committee member of the S&DR in 1829 and so the family were clearly well
informed regarding the future prospects on North Road
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‘Several other large and important industries have however, been developed, the most
notable being a very extensive establishment for the construction of locomotives, in
connection with the North Eastern Railway Company, of which system this town is the
centre. ...The area covered by these works is now 27 acres in extent, and includes boilershops, forge, brass-foundry, erecting, copper, tinsmiths’, and machine shops, &c....The
commercial and manager’s offices occupy the building at the entrance from North Road. The
order and cleanliness which prevails in a place of such magnitude is very remarkable’.
(Whelan & Co 1897, 455)
Other railway buildings in the area include North Road Station designed by John Harris and
dating to 1842. It too is a listed building grade II* and replaced an earlier stopping place/
station next to Northgate level crossing. It is located 38m to the north west of the Goods
Shed. The original facade of the station was symmetrical with a two storey entrance block
(originally single storeyed) fronted by a flat veranda on iron columns, similar to those found
in the west side of the Goods Shed. The building is rendered with a shallow hipped roof
carrying octagonal stone chimney stacks. Single storey wings became of unequal length
when it was extended in 1856 (bringing it closer to the Goods Shed) and the platform ends
were given lean-to verandas on iron columns outside the trainshed, as they remain today.
Around 1861 a second narrower shed was added which was used initially as a carriage shed
and then altered to provide a passenger shed. The platform arrangement has been modified
on several occasions (Biddle 2011, 394). The station clearly has an historic relationship with
the Goods Shed, and belongs to a similar architectural tradition of classically inspired design
typical of early railway buildings (and also apparent at Edward Pease’s house on Northgate)
and so is of considerable architectural and historic interest. Intervening development
today is restricted to unsightly security fencing and various locomotives awaiting restoration
by the DRPS. However aerial photographs from 1945 (see plate 15) show the space
between the station and the goods shed to have four large sheds and a smaller building and
so the sense of empty space between the goods shed and the station is a recent
development.

Plate 27. North Road Station (left) and the Carriage Repair Shops (right)

No. 2 MacNay Street, 15m from the Goods Shed is a two storeyed house that was built to
contain the S&DR goods agent’s offices in 1840. It must be seen alongside the Goods
Station which was broadly contemporary and its function intertwined (DBC 2006, 25).It is
therefore directly associated with the former goods station and is now listed grade II. Harris
designed it in a flamboyant style reflecting the continued importance of merchandise to the
economic prosperity of the railway company and so it is of considerable architectural
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interest. Like the North Road station, it was built in stone and was ornamented with stone
ashlar pilasters at the corners and dressed stone door and window surrounds. The
pyramidal roof with central chimney stack, the openings with segmental heads and over
hanging eaves all give a slightly Italianate flavour (DBC 2006, 25). The offices are of
considerable historic interest because they are an unusual survival of an ancillary office
block on a multi-use site developed by a single owner and are one of a very few from the
early years of the railway age. McNay Street is one of the earliest streets in the area having
been laid out as the access to the station presumably in the 1830s. This building is of
considerable significance. There is no longer any intervening development between it and
the Goods Shed, but there are considerable amounts of machinery, building materials, a
redundant telephone box and fencing. Historic mapping and photographs show that there
were significant sized buildings between the goods station and its offices in the late 19th
century and for much of the 20th century, but while the goods shed was still in use the two
buildings were linked by sidings.

Plate 28. There is currently a clear view between the west of the Goods Shed and the rear of the Goods Offices,
although the storage of machinery and materials is not ‘the order and cleanliness’ reported in the area in the late
19th century. However this space has been used for buildings in the late 19 th century through to the mid 20th
century. The rear of the goods shed is fenced off, overgrown and used for storage of machinery, much of which
appears to be neglected.
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Plate 29. The visual connection between the Goods Station Offices and the Goods Station clock tower is of more
significance because the clock was designed to be seen from as many places as possible and was key to the
successful running of the railway

The Lime Depot is located 128m to the south on the corner of Station Road and Hopetown
Lane and consists of a small two storey brick building with a wooden street frontage and
brick lime cells on the ground floor. The rail track entered through an elliptical arch at one
end at first floor level, carried on heavy wooden beams. The construction of the lime cells,
was sometime between 1840-55, but probably nearer 1840 when urban expansion offered a
ready market for the lime. They were located on Hopetown Lane on the coal yard branch line
(now fossilised as part of Station Road and Hopetown Lane) and may have been indicative
of the development boom which was about to take place around the station. The lime cells
stored lime imported by train and made available for collection from Hopetown Lane for
builders requiring it to provide lime mortar for the many new houses that were being
constructed. Presumably the many workers’ houses in the area are held together by lime
brought here from 1840.

Plate 30. The Lime Depot (left) and the Hopetown Carriage Repair Shops (right)

The lime cells represent a once common but now rare building type designed for the bulk
unloading of materials from rail to road. They are intact with only a shaky set of timber doors
having been added to the structure. Their significance is also because of their association
with the rest of the group of S&DR buildings at North Road and because of their association
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with the expansion of Darlington. They are also one of a small number of well-preserved
examples of a once significant and very distinctive regional building type associated with the
railways (DBC 2006, 53-4). They fell out of use as lime cells by about 1870 and since then
have found alternative uses that have left the structure relatively intact. They are listed
buildings grade II. They are therefore of considerable significance.
The Carriage Repair Shops are located further along Hopetown Lane, 179m away, and are
listed grade II; they are included on Darlington’s Buildings at Risk Register. The carriage
works was the last building to be constructed on the North Road site; from its earliest years
the Stockton & Darlington Railway Company had contracted out the building of its carriages,
and repairs were probably carried out at Shildon. In 1853, this changed and the Company
developed a purpose built works for the construction and maintenance of railway carriages,
probably reflecting the growth in passenger traffic since the company's early years; it is
therefore of considerable historic interest. Joseph Sparkes designed the works and it is
thought that his original drawings proposed a more elaborate, ornamental building than the
utilitarian building finally constructed. Carriages entered and left the building by the principal
east entrance via a spur from the coal yard branch line, and two turntables within the central
block aligned with two longitudinal internal tracks, which ran the length of the building. With
the advent of longer carriages, which could not be accommodated in the works with its
central transverse access using turntables rather than gable-end doors, the building went out
of use around 1884. It subsequently supported a number of uses and in the 1990's it
became occupied by heritage railway organisations as a workshop. The land between the
carriage repair shops and the railway station was allotments and an iron foundry in the late
19th century and by the mid 20th century most of the land consisted of a scrapyard,
consisting of orderly lines of elderly locomotives. Today it is green space, sometimes used
for public railway events.

Plate 31. The cast iron viaduct bridge on North Road

A cast iron girder bridge located 21m to the north east on North Road replaced an earlier
level crossing and it in turn was replaced by the present plate girders when the line was
widened to four tracks. The viaduct over North Road was built in 1856 for the Stockton and
Darlington Railway and was altered in 1935, although plans for the bridge were underway by
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the 1840s. Before 1856 the railway crossed the road by means of a level crossing. Early
photographs show that it had a plaque with the date MDCCCLVI on the side. It has solid iron
parapets which flank the track, supported by a pair of rusticated piers with cornices and
rounded low caps. The abutments have become banked up with earth but were probably
originally exposed (AE 2010, 96). The viaduct is listed Grade II because of its association
with the S&DR (DCMS 1977) and is therefore nationally important and of considerable
architectural and historic interest.
Skerne Bridge
The Skerne Bridge is located 153m to the east. This is the only architect designed bridge on
the Stockton Darlington Railway and featured on the five pound note between 07-06-1990
and 21-11-2003. It featured in John Dobbin’s painting of the opening of the railway and now
in the Pease room of the Head of Steam Museum. It also features in another painting by an
unknown artist of the ‘inaugural train crossing Skerne Bridge, Darlington’ (Wall 2001, 116-7).
George Stephenson had designed the first iron railway bridge, which crossed the Gaunless
River, and it was his proposal to build an iron bridge on brick piers over the Skerne. The
nature of the ground on the river bank made this a difficult proposition. Delays by
Stephenson in deciding on the basis of the structure resulted in the Railway Committee
approaching the eminent architect, Ignatius Bonomi. The foundation stone was laid by
Francis Newburn on 6th July, 1824. The Company wanted it to be made of stone and to be
impressive; which it was. 27 It is now a scheduled ancient monument and therefore
considered to be nationally important.

Plate 32. Skerne Bridge

It is of some artistic interest because it was used on the five pound note and has been
depicted by the artist Dobbins; it is of considerable historic interest because of its

27

http://www.railcentre.co.uk/stockton/opening2.htm
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associations with the early railways and architecturally of considerable interest because
of its early classical style and inherent in its choice of design the desire to impress and
inspire confidence in the new mode of transport.
Other railway related heritage assets
Collectively these designated buildings form a distinctive character area whose historic
associations are with the birth of the railways. Furthermore there are a number of less
obvious features relating to these embryonic years of the railway which merit conservation.
For example, the site of the station and goods shed is generally level, but in the south east
corner there is a gentle slope towards Northgate. This is a result of human action, not natural
topography and tells the story of deliberate lowering of ground levels to allow traffic to pass
under the railway bridge where previously there had been a level crossing on Northgate.
The surroundings speak of growing industrialisation sparked by the growth of the railway
industry and the migration of workers into this area to find work. The character of the wider
area is derived largely from the railway workers’ housing including what was known as Hope
Town. No.s 69-81 High Northgate were the first railway properties to be built in the town
c.1825.
A little further afield are a few more important railway buildings, which could be considered to
be part of the Goods Shed’s setting, however any development close to the goods shed is
unlikely to have any impact on them. An engine shed on the present day east coast
mainline dates to 1844 and is listed grade II. The Railway Tavern on North Road of 1827 is
one of three inns built by the S&DR primarily for accommodation for passengers and was
positioned opposite the coal depot which was served by its own branch line (Fawcett 2001,
17). A little further south on Northgate is Edward Pease’s house – the founder of the
S&DR. The Stooperdale Offices in Brinkburn Road and The Railway Institute on the
corner of North Road and Whessoe Road also have historic associations. There are other
smaller details in the area which are reduced sufficiently to be archaeological rather than
architectural, such as coal drops, a short branch line connecting the station to coal depots
by the Cocker Beck, the remains of which can still be discerned around the back of
Westbrook villas, evidence of the branch line on North Road, the supermarket clock
rescued from the works offices and the remains of the S&DR railway works which were
established on Whessoe Road in 1863, but largely demolished after its closure in 1966.
This part of Darlington is therefore of considerable historic interest having been chosen as
the location for most of the Stockton and Darlington railway’s subsequent development in
Darlington and all of the key buildings on this site are therefore from the first generation of
the Railway Age.

Moving forward.....
There is a particular concentration of important railway heritage buildings in what might be
termed the railway triangle. The land between these heritage assets has been through major
changes, although for the most part, its use has been railway related since the mid 19th
century. A long history of development in this area suggests that future development is not
impossible, but it would be important to recognise the considerable historic interest and
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associations between the different buildings by retaining intervisibility and readability of their
historic associations.
•

There are also some key views which merit enhancing by framing or retaining open
space around them; most importantly views of the goods shed clock tower (with a
new clock?) and intervisibility between that and the goods offices and the station.
The mirroring of the station and the carriage works is also important and some
intervisibility should remain.

•

The buildings which were developed in this triangle were low lying and mostly
relatively small scale. The goods shed itself is single storey, albeit tall enough for
early locomotives and later fire engines. The train station is mostly single storey, but
has a taller central section in two storeys. The carriage works reflect the shape of the
station which it faces with long single storey wings and a small central two storey
section. The limeworks were of necessity two storeys, but they are small in scale.
The goods office is two storeys, in keeping with the scale of 19th century residential
development in the area. While there may have been larger sheds on site in the past,
the scale of the remaining designated heritage assets is overall low lying, small in
scale and in keeping with the scale of domestic and commercial properties in the
area. Therefore if future development is to avoid dominating the important heritage
assets including the goods shed, it too should be two storeys or less, be relatively
small in scale and benefit from occasional interesting architectural features without
fussiness or pastiche. It should seek to retain intervisibility between the heritage
assets, but this could be done by framing views through new development.

•

The land use in the area was agricultural before the S&DR located their railway
business here and since then, the area has remained largely in railway use. It would
be unreasonable to expect all land to remain in railway use when so much of the
railway infrastructure has gone, but future development which would complement the
historic setting could include light industrial, small scale commercial, offices,
innovative development of products and processes (B1 type developments suitable
for a residential area), logistics/export/ import of goods or uses which enhance the
appreciation and economic vitality of the international importance of the railway
triangle and museum by adding value to the tourism offer of the area, such as a
standalone museum cafe (the current one can only be accessed through the
museum which limits the visitor numbers and means that it only opens seasonally),
shop, restaurant and curators’ offices .

4.0
The Importance of the Goods Shed – putting the building in context
Unlike railway stations which had to be invented from scratch, goods sheds already existed
as a building type on canals and warehouses and they existed in towns and ports. However
they had to be adapted for the new railway technology. Darlington represents that early
phase of adaptation associated with the formative years of the railway industry. Early station
buildings and their associated structures such as goods sheds survived in vast numbers at
the beginning of the 20th century, but have subsequently ‘suffered grievously from attrition
and clearance’ (English Heritage 2011, 8). Consequently, buildings which pre-date 1840
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tend to require a less rigorous selection process for designation that those which post date
1860 and which survive in greater numbers (ibid).
The Goods Shed, dating to 1833 with additions of 1839-40 (and possibly some in between
those years) therefore falls into the category of building most likely to be listed on rarity value
and its representativeness of an early technology. It is not however the earliest railway
warehouse to survive in the world.28 That honour goes to the 1830 warehouse at Liverpool
Road Station in Manchester (listed grade I) which was laid out in a similar fashion to
Darlington’s first goods warehouse on the east side of North Road. That would have been
the earliest railway warehouse in the world had its historic significance been appreciated in
1864 when it was demolished.
The surviving Darlington example is however the earliest surviving example of a railway
warehouse built on one level, although its layout has little bearing on the subsequent
development of goods sheds (Fawcett 2001, 20). Its experimental design proved to have
deficiencies and subsequent goods sheds in the rest of the world had access arranged from
the narrow ends rather than across their width.
The building is also important because of its group value. It is associated with the
Merchandising Office of 1840 and a wider group of early railway related buildings (see
setting below) including the station, the carriage works and the lime works, all of which add
to its importance.
Overall its status as a nationally important grade II* listed building is well deserved. There
are sixty one listed goods sheds in England, the majority of which are listed grade II, which is
a lower level of listing than Darlington’s example. Indeed there is only one other example in
Stroud which is listed grade II*. The Liverpool example is included with the station buildings
and is listed grade I. That makes Darlington’s Goods Shed’s one of the most important
goods sheds in the country.
Conclusion
The Goods Shed is one of a group of nationally important buildings within an area unusually
rich in nationally important buildings unlike any found of this date and in this concentration
anywhere else in the world. The building itself is complex and has been through a number of
changes which have helped to mask its story as told through its architectural remains.
Further work may need to be done to fully understand the processes that took place here
from 1832 when the building was commissioned, but it is clear that while much of the fabric
is of considerable significance architecturally, archaeologically and historically, the building
has a tradition of adapting to new uses and it has the potential to continue to do so.

The DRPS web site states that the Goods Shed ‘...is believed to be the oldest surviving railway
building still in use in the world’. The fine distinction here is that it is in use and that its use is
connected to the railway (locomotive preservation), whereas Liverpool’s goods shed is now part of the
Museum of Science and Industry. Liverpool’s goods station is on two levels like the earlier Darlington
Goods Station on the opposite side of North Road.
28
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The main architectural features which should be retained are mostly external and help to
create a sense of classical symmetry. Importantly, the lack of historic documentation means
that there is a heavy reliance on the vertical archaeology of the building’s fabric if we are to
understand its evolution more fully. Surprisingly the distinctive radial arched windows appear
not be wholly original, in fact there are hints that they are not original at all. Clearly the
openings which were designed to have goods laden wagons pass through them could not
have been windows, they must have been doors. However other openings appear to have
been designed as windows (south bays 2 and 4) and these may have had radial windows
from the outset. It is also interesting that the secondary arches added in to the former doors,
are also later insertions to narrow the openings in order to accommodate the radial windows
and have nothing to do with its original function. However these have become distinctive
features and are much valued in terms of the building’s aesthetics and should be retained.
The north elevation has been through more change and is therefore less sensitive to further
change. However there are still architectural features which merit retention as much for their
archaeological evidence as their architectural contribution, such as the blocked arch to bay
1. The smallest architectural details have taken on great importance because they are the
only means we have to understand the building’s original form, development and use of
space. These have been highlighted and should be retained and range from the current
distribution of the rusticated plinth, the small fragment of the shouldered arch to north bay 5
and the wall stumps internally.
The east side of the building’s interiors has an original external arched opening to bay 3 and
a length of wall that should be retained and reused. This is all that is left of the original north
wall before it was extended and includes a length of wall with a partially reused/ partially
blocked opening to bay 4. This opening should be an arch but appears to be square headed
and raises the possibility that not all openings were arched in the original build. Such
fragmentary remains may help us to understand the building’s early form and so should be
retained. Sadly the surviving arch to internal bay 2 (the original north wall before Harris’s
extension of 1839/40) was only removed in 1951. These are small constraints that could add
considerable character to a new development.
The west side of the building internally has been more altered than the east and so offers
fewer constraints, however both create surprisingly flexible spaces which could be adapted
to a range of uses. While the cast iron columns should remain, reversible partition walling
could be inserted between them.
The significance of the dividing wall between the two halves of building is not clearly
understood. It appears to be a later insertion, possibly in association with its use as a fire
station, but it is not clear. Like so much of the interiors, it is hidden by machinery, engines
and storage cupboards, all of which combine to hide any helpful architectural hints. There is
some evidence that the interiors were originally divided up into two bays and this would fit
with that hypothesis. Before the design of alterations becomes too advanced, a closer
examination of the building without internal fixtures and engines would be necessary.
Externally a sense of symmetry needs to be retained and enhanced. Future developers will
need to think carefully about how to treat the blocked arches in south bays 5-8 and north
bays 1 and part of 3. We know that north bay 1 had a radial window because part of it was
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reused on the south elevation in bay 3. Therefore a copy of the radial window would be
acceptable and the red brick WC removed to restore symmetry. Bay 2 also had an arch and
a radial window until 1951, so that too could be replaced. However south bays 5-8 may
never have had radial windows and so reinserting copies would be unsupported by
archaeological evidence. South bay 7 has been used as a chimney since c.1870 and should
ideally be retained as such so that the fireplace in the office can be reused. The lack of
evidence for the original openings to north bays 6, 7 and 8 means that any copies would be
unsupported and therefore modern alternatives might be better.
If the building was to be extended, a clear break needs to be formed between the new and
old. The most obvious place to extend the building would be on the west side where there is
more space and where the more detailed elevations would not be obstructed. The west
elevation has already been altered by the insertion of half glazed fire station doors in the mid
to late 19th century and then the present window in 1951. It also has the least number of
architectural features which merit conservation. To create a clean division, architects may
wish to consider a glass linking corridor to link the goods station and a modern building.
Scale is also important. Compared to many modern buildings, those of the goods shed and
the other designated railway buildings in the surroundings are all relatively small in scale and
below two storeys high. Any adjacent development should seek to keep the scale of
surrounding buildings small.
The two groups of red brick buildings on the east and west sides of the building are negative
features. These should be removed and there is also an opportunity to have the listing of the
building updated to formally remove them from the listing through the provisions of Schedule
17 of the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013. Should this happen, then their
removal would not require listed building consent, although any replacements and treatment
to blocked openings would require consent. Conservation Area Consent is no longer
required for demolition when planning permission is already required.
If the building stays in local authority ownership, then it may wish to consider a heritage
partnership agreement to cover its railway historic building stock for a period of seven years
and negate the need for frequent listed building consent applications.
The historic associations with the Goods Offices on McNay Street are the strongest and
keeping that connection alive visually is important to aid understanding of the relationship
between the two buildings. The current arrangement of fencing and self seeded trees
between the two buildings disconnects them and future developments should seek to
establish a stronger visual connection.
The area lends itself to a number of development types that would be in the ‘spirit of place’
such as light industrial use or a centre for innovation and invention. However what this area
has that no other town has, is a concentration of internationally important heritage assets
that many people the world over would like to visit. The ideal use for the building and its
surroundings would be something that adds value to the tourism offer and to future visitors to
the museum. The current use of the building for locomotive preservation does not conflict
with this, but neither does it currently generate enough income or specialist building
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conservation knowledge to adequately maintain the building. There are sources of funding
and heritage skills training courses that could help to remedy this.
Whatever future changes are made, the land around the Goods Shed may contain important
below ground archaeological information. Although a number of buildings and petrol
interceptor tanks have existed around the Goods Shed which may have truncated the early
railway remains from 1832/3, there is still considerable archaeological potential that ought to
be explored before firming up development proposals, especially on the south east side of
the goods shed. This is necessary to help to understand the significance of the surroundings
and because it may also be necessary to alter foundation design or layout to protect any
remains considered to be nationally important. This could be combined with a community
archaeological excavation run with lottery funding which would not only generate additional
interest in the railway heritage but provide additional interest for visitors to the museum.
There is a need to generate a wider interest in the railway heritage. While the buildings and
the other railway related historic buildings in the area are valued by the heritage community,
there seems to be a lack of interest from the wider local community and this is reflected in
the lack of political support for investment in the railway heritage of the town. Darlington has
a unique offer that people would be prepared to travel the world to see and it is therefore
surprising that it is not valued more widely by the local community.
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Appendix A
Goods Station (former Merchandise Station) Chronology
1821
1825
1826

1827

1831-53
1832

The S&DR is incorporated by Act of
Parliament
The S&DR formally opens
The S&DR embark on building its
first goods warehouse east of the
North Road level crossing. Works
also start on the construction of the
Railway Tavern on North Road to
provide passenger accommodation
Building works finish at the first
goods warehouse, but it is not as
popular with carriers as expected
and is superseded by the
construction of the Merchandise
Station in 1833
The S&DR develop North Road as
the focus for railway development
Contracts are let to construct a new
Merchandise Station
Company dividends rose from 2 ½ %
in 1826 to 8 % in 1832

1833

The Merchandise Station (Goods
Shed), designed by Thomas Storey
is built
Horse haulage is abandoned on the
S&DR line

1836

John Harris (a pupil of Storey) takes
over as Stockton & Darlington
Railway Company's chief engineer
A clock tower is planned for the
Merchandise station.
The Goods Shed is doubled in floor
area by John Harris and the clock
tower added
Company dividends rose to 15 %

1838
1839-40

1841
1857

1863

The S&DR acquire a building north
of the main line from GNE and the
site of this was subsequently
developed as Hopetown Goods
Station.
The goods shed ceased to be the
main point of goods handling for the
Stockton & Darlington Railway
The Stockton & Darlington Railway
amalgamated with North Eastern
Railway on 13th July 1863 on

Fawcett 2001, 11
Fawcett 2001, 11
Fawcett 2001, 17

Fawcett 2001, 17

Listed building description
Listed building description

Whelan’s Trade Directory
1897, 453
Listed building description
Fawcett 2001, 17

Emmett 1999, 6
Listed building description

Listed building description
Listed building description
Fawcett 2001, 19
Whelan’s Trade Directory
1897, 453
Listed building description

http://www.engineeringtimelines.com/scripts/
engineeringItem.asp?id=1136
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1864

c. 1870

1887
1895
1922

generous terms. This became part of
London & North Eastern Railway in
1922.
Darlington’s first Merchandising
Station on North Road is demolished
in September
The goods shed was converted into
a fire station and operates as such
until 1898. Further alterations were
made to the building. The railway Inn
on North Road is put up for auction
by the railway company

Kitching’s foundry was partially
demolished in 1870-1895 to make
room for more sidings possibly as
part of the Royal Agricultural Show
held in Darlington in 1895
Rumours circulate around town that
North Road Station might close
The Royal Agricultural Show is held
at Darlington
North Eastern Railway became part
of London & North Eastern Railway

[accessed 110813]

Fawcett 2001, 18

Listed building description
and OS 1st and 2nd ed maps
1860 (still a goods shed) and
1987 (then a fire station)

Fawcett 2001, 17
DBC 2006, 11

Northern Echo – Thursday 01
December 1887
DBC 2006, 11
http://www.engineeringtimelines.com/scripts/
engineeringItem.asp?id=1136
[accessed 110813]

1951

The fire station was converted into a
depot for the maintenance of railway
vehicles.

1981

The Darlington Railway Preservation DRPS web site29
Society is formed by 60 members
The Goods Shed is acquired by Fawcett 2001, 19
Darlington Borough Council to
ensure its preservation
The DRPS lease the west half of the DRPS
goods shed and some time later the
east half too

1983

1984

29

http://drps.synthasite.com/history.php [accessed 11.6.13]
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Appendix B
Extract from the Conservation Management Plan for Darlington’s Town Centre Fringe
relating to the railway heritage by Archaeo-Environment (2010, 174) for Darlington Borough
Council.
Issue HE 10.The railway heritage – an under appreciated heritage asset
One of the loudest and strongest outcomes of the Conservation Management Plan is the
international importance of the railway heritage and its apparent neglect by the council,
owners and the tourist industry. Where other towns struggle to find something unique
that will draw visitors to the area, Darlington has the sort of unique selling point that
could draw visitors in from around the world. With the notable and proud exception of
the Head of Steam Museum, the condition of the buildings and spaces associated with
the railway heritage and its lack of care in the planning process is shocking. To
selectively recap on the TCF’s importance to the railway heritage:
•

The Skerne Bridge is the oldest surviving railway bridge still in use in the world
and was designed by the world’s first railway architect

•

The Railway Tavern is the oldest railway associated pub in the world

•

138-148 Northgate is where Pease and Stephenson discussed and agreed to
use locomotives instead of horse power and iron rails instead of tram lines
(shortly before Stephenson and his friend Nicholas Wood, the colliery manager
from Killimgworth, put on clean shoes at the Bulmer Stone) and in doing so
changed the face of the world;

•

The remains of the world’s first railway station stand unprotected just off High
Northgate

•

The use of the Hopetown carriage works by railway preservation trusts is the
oldest such association in the world;

•

The Hopetown carriage works are the oldest purpose built railway carriage
manufactory to survive in the British Isles, and perhaps the second oldest in
the world;

•

The Goods Agent’s Office on McNay Street is one of a very few from the early
years of the railway age;

•

The Goods Station was probably the first in the world to be built with the
single-level arrangement that became, and remained, the norm for railway
goods handling until the move to containers in the 20th century;

•

The North Road Station (Head of Steam Museum) is probably the most intact
station building of its kind from the early days of the railway
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•

The lime cells represent a once common but now rare building type associated
with the growth of Darlington post railway;

•

The viaduct was built in 1856 for the Stockton and Darlington Railway and is a
listed building and of national importance

•

The engine shed on Haughton Road was built c.1841 and is the oldest engine
shed in the country;

•

The listed Bank Top railway station is largely unaltered since its construction
and was designed, along with the North Eastern Hotel, to create a positive first
impression to visitors coming to the place where railways were born.

•

The importance of the railway heritage can also be discerned in street names
and in artistic views.
“The railway heritage is seminal to the rebranding of the town”
Richard Wimbury, Friends of the Head of Steam Railway Museum.

Management Recommendations HE 10. The Railway Heritage – an underappreciated asset
The consultation event drew opinions from railway enthusiasts from as far afield as San
Francisco and Toronto and the overwhelming view was that people would cross
continents to see this heritage but that it was currently in a shabby state and is a source
of some embarrassment. In addition to improving the physical appearance of the
structures such as the carriage works and Pease’s house, there were demands for the
setting of the Skerne Bridge to be improved, and for railway walks to be created along
parts of the S&DR route and around the TCF where railway heritage can be seen.
Recommendations which have arisen from the Statement of Significance and the
community consultation are as follows:
a) The tourism potential of the town needs to be realised in the local development
framework and the railway heritage recognised in the AAP and Accommodation Growth
DPD as part of the Vibrant Cultural and Tourism Offer.

‘Stop thinking England and start thinking the world!’
Sally Taylor, San Francisco
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b) Create a railway heritage walk through the town linking the museum, carriage works,
lime cells, McNay Street, the remains of the first station, Skerne bridge, the Railway
Tavern, Pease’s House and the Bulmer Stone;
c) Work with Durham County Council to link the local rail walk with the proposed South
West Durham Heritage Corridor which in due course may include circular walks which
take in Gaunless, Brusselton, Etherley and the National Rail Museum at Shildon, which
all had a role to play in the opening of the S&DR. This then works towards Darlington
being part of a regional railway tourism offer.
d) the consultation process flagged up that people were interested in walks along the
S&DR route (where it is safe to do so) and parts of this could be opened up gradually as
resources and safety permit;
e) Work with East Coast trains to create a welcoming display or sign in Bank Top Station
which proclaims Darlington as the birth of the railways;
f) East Coast mainline to consider the longer term removal of ticket barriers at Bank Top
which prevent people visiting who are not travelling;

"There are huge long-term benefits to preserving these abandoned railway
lines to become hiking/biking trails. Communities along the way eventually
discover there is an influx of new customers for local businesses such as
b&b's, restaurants, pubs, bike shops, etc. SDR has an exceptional attraction
as the first passenger railway in the world and this will give area tourism a
huge marketing advantage in world marketing, especially with railfans. Our
country has virtually exploded with new rail trails and corporations as well as
local, provincial and federal governments have all responded favourably to
funding requests (a bit of a slowdown during this recession, but it will pick as
the it recedes). All provinces now have rail trails and there are links to the
Trans Canada Trail (TCT) which is one of the longest hiking/biking trail in the
world. Quebec is one of the leaders in establishing rail trails with over 4,000
km of trails throughout the province. One of the major ones is the ex-CPR rail
trail which runs from Mont-Laurier in the Laurentians to St-Jerome, just
north of Montreal for a distance of 180 km. The top half of the trail is stonedust surface and the bottom half is paved."
Iain Macnab,Toronto, Canada
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g) Nominate Darlington’s town centre fringe and additional outlying buildings for World
Heritage Site Status, initially by inclusion on the Tentative List. This should be based on
Darlington’s role in changing the face of the world through the establishment of a rail
network – the town where the railways were born. The relevant criteria for nomination
are as follows, with those in bold considered to be most pertinent to Darlington. At least
one of these criteria must be met (Darlington meets three):
i.to represent a masterpiece of human creative genius;
ii.to exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or
within a cultural area of the world, on developments in architecture or technology,
monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design;
iii.to bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a
civilization which is living or which has disappeared;
iv.to be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or
technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s)
in human history;
v.to be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or
sea-use which is representative of a culture (or cultures), or human
interaction with the environment especially when it has become vulnerable
under the impact of irreversible change;
vi.to be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or
with beliefs, with artistic and literary works of outstanding universal significance.
(The Committee considers that this criterion should preferably be used in
conjunction with other criteria);

The protection, management, authenticity and integrity of properties are also important
considerations. It is therefore important that the process of bringing the railway heritage
of the area into better management starts immediately so that the process of nomination
is seen as part of a long term strategy of appreciating and cherishing the town’s
internationally important heritage assets.
There is now some urgency to this recommendation. Manchester has submitted a bid for
World Heritage Site Status on the basis of being the Birthplace of the Railway Age.
Darlington and some of the surrounding areas such as Shildon and Stockton must have a
greater claim to this title than Manchester, but the lack of progress in this area could
result in a missed opportunity. The Department of Culture Media and Sport need to take
a more pro-active role in ensuring that multiple claims do not arise from different towns
all claiming to be the birthplace of the railway – some co-ordination is required.
Archaeo-Environment Ltd for Darlington Borough Council 2013
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‘People worldwide would be interested in what this town has to offer.
Railway heritage is our unique selling point. No-one will come to Darlington
to see a new department store or a revamped town centre, but they will come
from thousands of miles to see our railway heritage.’
Richard Wimbury, Friends of the Head of Steam Railway Museum

h) The scheduling for the S&DR is confusing and inconsistent. It should be revisited by
English Heritage and should consider the remnant remains of the first railway station
and additional lengths of rail track. The Railway Tavern should be listed.
i) The carriage works are in poor condition and give the wider area a neglected feel.
There is no indication of their international importance from the outside. If the council
cannot afford to look after their own listed buildings it is difficult for them to enforce
listed building regulations on private owners. Funding has to be found to carry out works
to this building. It can be difficult for local authorities to obtain HLF support for
maintenance, but the local rail preservation trusts with the Friends of the Head of Steam
and the support of the Council, may be able to attract funding, especially if it was part of
a larger package covering the railway heritage. This would require all the separate
groups to work together for the greater good. If they are unable to do this, then the
condition of the buildings will in due course prevent their use. This could also be a target
for THI funding (see HE 6.7)
j) The Engine Shed on Haughton Road is close to Haughton College. It is derelict but its
open spaces, high ceiling, good distance from housing and easy access to a main road
mean that it is adaptable for possible new uses. The consultation process flagged up a
number of possible uses for this building:
•

Haughton College might like to acquire it and use it for student

parties, discos etc;
•

It would make a good centre for extreme sports such as rock

climbing for beginners, ice skating, racket sports
•

It is sufficiently adaptable to do all of the above
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Funding to help with such a conversion could perhaps come from Sport England and the
HLF with additional support from local charities such as Northern Rock. The building is
listed and would require careful design and consent.
k) The Head of Steam Museum has recently been refurbished and is looking fresh, bright
and exciting. Having only recently had an investment of funds, it is not likely to be a high
priority for the council for additional capital works, but there are a few areas which need
to be considered longer term. Much of the site is simply under-used and brings in little
income. The Goods Station is not accessible to the public without special arrangements
and it sits within a large yard which is not accessible and is surrounded by security
fencing. There is no access to the café without paying the entrance fee to the museum,
but it surely has more chance of success if people can use the café on its own? As a
comparison, last year the Bowes Museum in Barnard Castle which allows café use
without paying museum access, had 15,000 non paying visitors to the café (as compared
to 90,000 visitors who had paid for museum entry) with an average spend of £4.50 per
head, however no figures have been collated to show how many people translated this
into a later museum visit. Anecdotally, staff at the museum know that people do hear
about the café and come, and then decide to convert to paying visitors.30
Longer term plans should be devised to make at least the exterior of the Goods Station
accessible to museum visitors (this does not preclude the current railway preservation
group from using it, although other uses could be considered) and the removal of the
security fencing between the museum and the goods station. This could also be a target
for THI funding (see HE 6.7)
l) North Road station also needs improved landscaping and better visual links with the
museum so that it better reflects the importance of the site. This might include at least,
the replacement of the security fencing with iron rails more in keeping with the Victorian
architecture and the provision of a new platform shelter which is designed to celebrate
the town where railways were born. If the rooms are reorganised in the museum to allow
café access without museum access, then a lockable gate between the museum and
North Road station would allow passengers direct access to the museum or café having
arrived by train and provide a refreshments facility for rail users. This would be a key
attraction for visitors to the area especially given that this train service links Bishop
Auckland and Shildon to Darlington, all of which have important rail attractions. This
could also be a target for THI funding (see HE 6.7) and could link in with projects being

30

Matt Leng, Head of Business & Operations, Bowes Museum pers comm
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developed by Durham County Council along the South West Durham Heritage Corridor
and Heritage Lottery Funding.
m) Identify a suitable gateway site at one end of Northgate (either near North Road
Station, possibly the junction with Albert Road or near Pease’s House) which signals the
start of the railway heritage area. This should proclaim visually in some way, the start of
an area of international importance. Ideas to consider range from the traditional – a
bronze statue of Edward Pease, for example (he himself was not keen on this idea
however), or a sculpture based on the chimney of locomotion with its distinctive shape,
or turn the glass office block next to the former technical college on Northgate from a
negative to a positive asset by adding a tint to the windows creating a glass engraving of
locomotion across one elevation.
n) With the owner’s permission and any necessary consents, add a small ceramic plaque
possibly modelled on the original S&DR plaque to each building associated with the early
days of the railway. This will complement any walk routes that are devised in the
meantime and gradually instill a sense of pride in the heritage of the town. Such plaques
could be designed by elements of the local community and funds are available to do this
as part of a wider heritage awareness project eligible for HLF support.
o) The setting of Skerne Bridge is in very poor condition and access restricted. The
Borough Council have recently opened up an existing footpath on its north side, but it
currently peters out in rather threatening wasteland. This wasteland affords a link to
Northgate along a permissive path, which in turn links to the museum and other S&DR
buildings. There is also potential to link the path down the side of Magnet so that it can
create a link towards the town centre and Edward Pease’s house and the river. The
creation of such footpaths and the pulling down of security fencing and razor wires will
do much to enhance the setting of the bridge. The bridge is also encumbered with a
number of gas pipes – longer term, the gas board should seek to find an alternative way
of crossing the Skerne that does not deface the monument. As part of establishing new
footpath links across the TCF, a study of desire lines created by the presence of
students at the new Haughton Road campus wanting to reach the town centre, might
suggest additional routes which could also take in railway related features. ‘This is a
new and frequent movement of people which almost certainly needs consideration
beyond the provision of the new [proposed] bridge.’ (I. Dougill pers comm. 12.7.10)
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Plate 1. Watercolour of Skerne Bridge by local resident Ian Dougill. The caption reads ‘ This bridge was on the
back of the £5 note for some years, yet its setting & condition leave much to be desired’.

Plate 2.Celebrating the railway heritage in 1875 –can we prepare for the same in 2025?
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p) 2025 will mark the 200th anniversary of the opening of the S&DR. This is a target date
for considerable achievement in the TCF. By this date the appreciation of the railway
heritage should be transformed and Darlington will be ready to welcome visitors from
around the world and have a year of festivals, parties and conferences to celebrate the
bicentenary. It will create considerable economic input into the area and opportunities
for local businesses.

The railway heritage – HE10 Management Recommendations

Timetable

a) The tourism potential of the railway heritage needs to be realised in the
local development framework and TCF AAP

immediate

b) Create a heritage walk through the TCF (se also 10.3, 10.4, 10.14 and
10.15)

1-5 years

c) Work with DCC to link any rail walks with the TCF S&DR area

by 2025

d) Open up stretches of the original S&DR route as recreational trails

by 2025

e) Create welcoming display at Bank Top station – the towns where trains
were born

by 2025

f) Seek the removal of ticket barriers at Bank Top or the return of free
platform passes for visitors

1-5 years

g) Nominate Darlington’s Town Centre Fringe and additional outlying
buildings for World Heritage Site Status, initially by inclusion on the
Tentative List. There is some increasing urgency to this as other town’s
seek the title of the ‘birth of the railways’

1-10 years
(WHS status
by 2025)

h) Conduct a review of scheduling of the S&DR line and associated
features in Co. Durham

1-5 years

i) The railway preservation groups, the Friends of the Head of Steam and
the Borough Council to work together to seek HLF support in finding
sustainable uses and conservation works at the carriage works and goods
station. This may be better achieved as part of implementing HE 10.7 and
HE 10.10

1-3 years

j) Actively seek partners such as Haughton College to take over Engine
Shed no.2 to be used for recreational purposes for college students or for
sports facilities.

1-3 years

k) Explore ways of making the Goods Station part of the museum
experience (this may be achieved through HE10.9 above), the removal of
security fencing from between the museum and the goods station and
permitting access to the café without paying an entrance fee.

by 2025

l) North Road station requires better landscaping and design to reflect its
importance. It should aim to remove the security fencing between the
museum and the station and replace with gated iron railings which better
reflect Victorian styles and where the gate can be unlocked for targeted

by 2025
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train services. A new platform shelter could better reflect the heritage of the
site.
m) One end of Northgate would benefit from some sort of gateway feature
to mark the start of the railway heritage area

by 2025

n) Attach small S&DR type plaques to buildings marking them as railway
heritage features

1-5 years

o) Improve the setting of Skerne bridge and access to it preferably as part
of a heritage trail and riverside walk – instigate a study of desire lines from
Haughton Road college to town centre in order to inform location of
additional footpaths

1-5 years

p) Aim to have the railway heritage in a much improved more accessible
condition by 2025 and prepare to celebrate

by 2025
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